
THE VOICE OP UNITY

Today is New -Year* s Day, and. what a wonderful day It is! Today 
we begin a new year, a new chapter in the life of each of us that we 
hope will bring greater blessings of increased awareness, health of 
body, new relationships, and happy experiences, among a number of things

The beginning of the new year is always a time for fresh starts 
and new hopes 1 a time for expecting better things ahead. As Christmas 
symbolized the birth within us of the awareness of our own Christ 
nature, the scart of the new year symbolizes a time of hooe during 
which this newborn awareness is nurtured into maturity through prayer 
and right action.

Yes,, friends, the beginning of the new year is a time for hope.
And what an important quality, hope is. It is a vital quality. Without 
hope we would soon perish.. Thank God that hope is a divine, quality 
that is .ever- with us* As Alexander Pope wrote, “Hope springs eternal 
in the human breast,” and we can all be grateful for that.

Now hope is more than a mere wishing for something. According
to the dictionary, it is “desire accompanied by expectation of or
belief in fulfillment.” In other words,-when we hope for somethin*?:,
we- it to be fulfilled and we trust God implicitly to bring Tt
about. '

as we begin the new year, there are many things we can hope for—  
expect— in the days to come. If we are hoping for a healing in a 
certain area of our life, then by resolving to get ourself out of the 
way and let the perfect - healing action of Spirit have Its way with 
we can ̂expect that .healing to manifest*

Xi we begin working to increase our awareness of God as omnipresent, 
unij.mi c-ed gooa, then we can expect a greater flow of that good into our 
life. This would meansfor'us, among other things, increased finances. 
Sjea^er peace and happiness, more friends, and the right number and type 
or 3ciinulating challenges needed for spiritual growth*

Wo piaster what the particular good, is that we desire, if we start
r^ght now on a high not© of hope----and keep that hope up - throughout 

uhe day ŝ ahead— then - our desire will be fulfilled at the- right time and 
rn sxaooxy ohe right way. Remember the words of Jesus, ”Fear not, 
little flock, for it is your Father5 s good pleasure to give you the 
kingdom.” . ' '

One of the greatest things that we can hope for, pray for, and 
expect to attain is an increased understanding of the operation of 
divine law m  our life.. - That is we can hope to see more clearly , the 
crtijli at hat ̂ our world is formed by the thoughts and feelings are choose to 
horde In "cne woras of the English writer H. M. Tomlins on, "The world is 
wha„ we think-it is. If we can change our i thoughts, we can change the 
world. -Ana that is our hope.’5

Friends-, no matter what good thing it is that we may desire let* s
make sa start by resolving right now to make 1973 a time for hope. And 
chen when ite beginning of next year, 197^» rolls around, we will 'find 
we haven* t teen disappointed.

FRANK GIUDICI Monday , January 1, 1973
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At this tis© of the year, I think often of Russell A. Keep’s poem, "ISIS IS THE YEARS"

. ' ."Wonderful,.; wonderful, fortunate you,' ■ '
•' This is the year that your dreams come’ true!

. . . This is the year that yew ships com® ini .
. ■ This is the yessi* you find Cferiat within, -

. This is the jm r you ere glad to !iv©j . •
Thie ls the year you have much, to- give.
This is the year when you'know- the Truth |
Tirie is the year when you find new youth.
This is.-the year that-brings happiness |

. This is the year you will -live to bless* ’ / -
- ■ Wonderful, wonderful, ■ fortunate you, . • '
■ This is; the year that your dreams come.true! ...

Yes, this can he the year your dream© come true, Whether they do-,or not depends, upon 
whether you. b@li©v® they can, and then do something - constructive to help make them eome 
true* Many dreams never com® true teeawse. people dismiss their desires as Impossible 
of fulfillment. ' . • . . ' ■ .

If you and I were aer© human being®, it would b© foolish t© believe- that our dreams 
can cm©, true. But me are epiidtual teings,endowed with the 'very power of God to help 
us achieve our great end good desires, God made mu in "His own image," and then, gave 
man' dominion ever the earth and everything on the earth. This means that God gave man--' 
not only the power t® harness and us®. the forces of nature, but the power also to 
control -his own destiny «•» to determine' through the power of his mind-, exactly what 
shall manifest in the earth of his experience, - .

We are net puppets on the strings ©f time and fat®, .We have teen endowed with the 
power of th@ universe $ith which to achieve our good, God expects us to use this 
spiritual'doaiMoa and'take .command of our world. Hot? else-' can- w® grow, -progress, and 
aohievef How ©Is© can we contribute to the good ©f mankind? ' :

.The late Mke Todd one® saidt is -like the movies. We produce, our own show."
More' than we my rellis®, w© have produced our "own show" in the past* . If we sent out 
ships of thought laden with tfa© expectation of limitation, W® produced that kind of 
"show" in our lives. How let us send out great expectations of unlimited good, know*
ing that w® can produce that kind of "shew" a® wall. Begin by tolling yourselfs"This 
is the year! -This is th® year ay dreams come trust This is th® year ay ship comes intM

FRANK GIUDICI - Tuesday, January 2, 1973
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FRANK GIUDICI Wednesday, January 3, 1973

Ar® yon perfectly content with your life as it now 1st Do you find complete pleasure 
in your job, your hoa®, .your affairs?. If you don't, do you know that you can change . 
•idles® conditions by changing your thoughts? This is trust ' . ■ '

We can change eur eiremetances es well as-our bodily conditions by altering ©ur 
thoughts, .If you hav© teen holding old idea® that have proved unsatisfactory, why hold 
on to than? Discard the® for new ones and s®© whit, deliverance they will work for for 
you, ■ • .. ’ .. . ; ■. -

W© say we' believe ia the presene© and power of God, ¥© say w® have faith in God t® 
heal us of sickness and to supply our needs. Then why do w© worry? Up to a certain 
point we do have faith. But there is a distinction between belief and faith. Too mny 
of us b&Lieve in God*s existence and power in ©illy an intellectual my. We assent to 
.it as theory,' as seastMng speculative but hardly practical. But th® lair'isi. "Accor 
ding to your faith bs it done unto. you,."’. .

If you want good in your life, .cultivate it Ilk© you would cultivate a garden. If 
you wish to grow toeaatoes, you plant tomatoes. You cultivate and water th© ground.
You give the plants your .attention,' Th© same is true in any department in lif®. If 
it is health you want .la your garden of lif®, speak words of health. Think thoughts 
of health. Give your attention to health, not'lack ©f healthCertainly w® should 
never devote any tin© -or thought to sickness if we want health, any aor® than w® plant 
w©td@ if w© expect to pick toaatoes. • :

Th® reason we don't demonstrate health, supply, or happiness is because fear is so 
fissSy established .in our consciousness. • We fear disuse, lack, old ago,. death, and 
g© m. If our .faith is centered- only on external things sad means, w© are building on
' & foundation of sand. ' ' - ' ■ . . -

We ©r© pressed, "According to your faith b® it done unto you," Believing in disease 
ss a reality, w© receive according to our faith. If we are bound by belief in evil, we 
can'be fre® esly by changing- our belief,. If we believe in anything less -than good, we 
sec it manifested in our life as the outpicturing of our thoughts.

You can claim any good you want, for "All things whatsoever the .Father hath are 
sine," said .Jesus,- Most of us don't understand th® process by which what wa think ; 
takes fora a© material things and conditions. But th® Bible says, "As hes4»an) 
thinketh within himself, so is he,lt Jesus proved Ms words and th© law, H© healed 
th© sick, cleansed th© lepers, fed th® multitude, east out demons, even raised th© 
dead. H® saSM* "He that belioveth on »©, the works that I do shall h® d® also! and 
.-greater .works than -these shall he-do,"

Friends, that applied notonly to J®sus in his day, but it applies to us in this day, 
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FRANK GIUDICI Thursday, January k, 1973

The quality or condition most desired by all men i® probably joy. It is an elusive 
quality «*» on© ef God6® intangible blessings. 'Imperceptible to the senses, it cones 
■ unexpectedly? and often when w® seek it coot avidly, it eludes us.

Jey is a spiritual quality, toad; when %-m have it nothing ©Is© matters. It is ©n 
end-product, & goal in itself, .

laughter and joy shotsld be the badge of the true boliever, for Jesus said he came 
that ©nr joy sight b® full, Rufus Kosely urns one© asked whether he .knee1 for sure that 
Jesus laughed. E® replied, in effect, "I cannot lmow for sure, bat he certainly fixed 
me up -so that .I'can," . , . . . ;

Oa© of man's great mistakes' is that he postpones.his good.
be.happy at mm® time in th© future, "When I 
gag® gets paid" and so on. This is a mistake,
©f ecaslitioas have very little to do with joy, 
everything to do with bringing our good to u@»

believes that h@ td.ll
a .raise in salary" or "When the mort-.

The possession of things or the change 
But' presene© of joy in our heart Ms

If w® postpone ©nr good,, w© never attain iti but as we enjoy what we new have, so our 
joy increases. This is illustrated tey th® attitudes of Isw© m n to their automobiles.
A© young men, both had old jc'il but longed for new high psrforasne© cars.

.shod lev© and ear© ©a his ©Id car, and thoroughly- enjoyed his us© ©f it. later he 
traded for better rm®d cars, end always he appreciated and ©ajoyed them, Finally he . 
bought th® new ear of his ©hole©, and it brought great- e&tsiffeetiea to him and his 
family, . . .. •

The other can dssp&sed his ©Id ear, but. he had to put up with it, for he. needed 
trmsportsiien, - K®, too, traded several times, but always complained about th© second 
.hand ears he bought, for he wss just living for the day when h© would have the shiny 
new ear* Eventually he was able to buy the ear h® tinted. He teeught it lies?.© and laid 
down a strict set ©f rales for his family regarding th® use ©f th© ear. H© was always 
afraid oSher drivers would scratch his paint. He mM-a Ills wife so nervous that sh® 
refused-to di&v®'the ear, and when she finally did clriy© it she..- was s© tens© that she 
was involved in a small collision resulting in a dented fender, Th® man's car?, which 
was going tc bring him so much joy wasln fact mining his life.

Actually, possession of th® cars did nothing for either man, It just revealed them, 
the men, as they truly .were. On© had a joyous heart so he attracted more joy to hfev'b 
whiles th© other, ms a joyless, discontented man, end what he needed was not a new car 
but & joyous heart, .

Th© happy man M b all his real needs mat regardless of th© amount of m a w  he has. It 
is not hew much w© have, but k&w much wo ©a joy what w® have that determines th® quality 
of laan's life. If you m b  a practise of appreciating more that which you already have,- 
you will find (l)-.you are happier, and (2) .you attract more of life's good to you.

Frequent causes of a joyless life are self-pity, fear, anxiety, jealousy, envy, dis 
content, and anger. (Me® w© realise our truly divine nature and ©or relationship with 
th© all-providing lev© of "God,--these things fall away from us.

We &r® helped as we joyously affirm,- “I am on® with God, AlX-Gosd. I am happy and 
blessed with all good," 3x®» count your blessings and learn to appreciate th© good
things you already have.
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"Khosoever shall.compel the® to go on© rail®, g© with Mm two,*. Hero Jesus advised every 
one t© travel en extra mil® is th©ir daily journey with ethers. If you have never trav 
eled th© second mil®, you have cut short the pleasant and valuabl© ©xporionees of your 
trip through, the wsstlorland of. human relations, • If. you-don'tsske it & practice to go '$h® 
second mile, yon continually r@b yourself of joys you can have. You force yourself- into 
unnecessary demurs fsasa th© road to complete success, . -

ri&©8®®T®r shall ’ cespsX the-® to go'©a® mil©, go with M® two,* This good advice Is based 
on a sound̂ uaderstanding of the principles that work among .human beings. It is no moral 
injunction. It is not ©is "©iher-'fforld" dictum of self-denial to be forced on unwilling 
subjects, - .... . • - -

Beneath the meaning of--this advice, the solid foundation of truth and law, is th® prin 
ciple that -giving is tho'sesning of life, One reâ s. only 'if onesows, One. gathers after 
h© has sQatiorsd. Oa-a receives by giving. Oh© receives by sending.forth. Mhen the
second mil© is adopted as the# rule of life, the • traveler then has with him on hi© journey
th® ceapardenship of unseen forces working for hi© good, - ■

Whsn. scmm.9 compels you to go a mile, you say have a perfect.right to say that he 1® 
not entitled to demand th© trip of -you. You my be acting reasenbly in questioning his 
right t© make th® request, -But w® as*© instructed to go along with him, and then do a 
little mr&t travel th© second mile-with Mm, ■". •

THE VOICE OP UNITY
BY

FRANK GrUDICI Friday, January 5, 1973

New there ar© several ways in which th® second ail® wmtribBtoi:greatly 'to the assets of
th® individual. CM© is th®' natural increase of resources that comes to anyone who makes 
great demands upon himself, ’ Persons of meager personal resources ea»®t go the extra 
mil©, i&sn a person-decides to fellow this principle in human relations, he writes © 
eh@ek fres th® bank of personal capacity, H© expects th© reserve- to be available, -He 
may b® demanding th© utmost of himself, hut Ms "spiritual bank" can bs counted on t© 
honor, his dsaand, The second ail© rale is-an excellent reminder that when we .expset 
greatly of ourselves, lif©. responds greatly, . - . - . •  . ..

Nest, deteradmtion'to’do Eors than th© mini«a that the situation require® ia@»ns & re 
versal of attitude for most parsons. This amps the strings that are tightly tied about 
th© purs© of unused power. Then-new strength and direction e w  easily end freely,

Th@®, as a person strides down th® added'length ©f road h@ has. chosen, to travel,'he finds 
th© power ef .habit becomes his ally. Practicing giving, ho-has that which t© give. 
Traveling distances, h© develops strength to travel farther. Breaking from th® jail®
house of insufficiency and stingin

4#
Is spirit reams in.the freedom ©f plenty, A

deep awareness ©f suffieicnoy builds within him,. Xdfo -flews freely through th© channels 
provided for its expression,' Th© 'practice he has adopted is no longer .an artificial on®. 
It is now th© natural, *cem® easy" expression of a growing soul. .

Finally, we see that it is th© law ©tying that when we "do .the. thing" we shall"have th© 
power*" A parson who behaves as a weak person remains-ia-Ms weakness? ©n@ who acts with 
strength gathers strength, The highest reward for traveling the second mile is not the. 
return in increased service that others giv® ns,nor th® ©utsr results produced. Th®
highest reward is the ©hang®.that it makes in th© traveler himself.

And so,--friends, never fear or regrot going the second mil®. Travel the second mile in 
the right attitude and you will find no limit to your rewards*

Hade possible through th©
gifts of YOU, th© listener.
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FRANK GIUDICI Monday, January 8, 1973

On© ©f th© hardest challenges to meet in life is the loss of loved ones* Many people 
have grown in. Truth to th© point that for thesaeelves they have no fear of death, but 
when a loved on© is taken fro® them, they are almost overwhelmed.

It is natural for th® human heart to grieve when deprived of the daily eomp&n$r©nship 
of a life-long companion; when-'there is no longer th© joy of the touch of the hand, th® 
1mm ( the intimacy of salad end thought which h&ve bseome so much a part of <me#s own' 
life,The future can indesd look bleak and empty.

Nevertheless, th® seemingly Impossible happens, and sooner or later th© wound heals, 
and an adjustment, is -made. However, often ugly sears are .loft. Some folks m y  b© bur 
dened by a great weight' of sadness to the- day.of their own passing, . .

In truth, w® ewe it t© ourselves and 'to all those around us to make the adjustment as 
rapidly as possible. And by adjustment it is not meant that we should sadly pick up the 
threads of Xif@ and "bravely" get back into th© world with a false choerfalneŝ .̂  ¥© owe • 
it t© life that we should become happy, radiant persons with a purpose in Uf©.

we realist© that we have no need to grieve for 
is well with Mai that he has gone on to wake

We
We. are helped to this attainment when

our loved ©a©es sake. W© know that , all —  ---  . . - „
m m  connections in God's great universe, of ©ver-expanding growth end uevexoiaaent. 
need to remind ourselves that all is well with our loved on®. He has never been, batter..
Ho is n w  £t&® 1b spirit* fwwi th© lisaxtations of-&ft p<aŷ icax hudy*

Xt is our own sens® ©f loss that causes ©ur unhappiness. Th© word ."bereavement means
to deprive, to dispossess, to make destitute. . Xt is our.sehseof being deprived,- of 
bsiag mad© destitute which must b© dealt with. Simple honesty makes us realise that 
this is -e selfish .reaction.

There is a. mistaken idea that we should mourn ©ur dead. This has b©©»̂  fostered by 
a curious paradox.' The Christian church teaches eternal life, and sesao tell us that 
after death the elect will go to *ho&v©n" and e©@ Gcd.fac© to face. Yet,̂ in ihê event 
©f th® passing of a leader of suieh a. denomination, his entire church is plunged into a 
period of fcrsal aoumingt This attitude permeates Christianity to the degree that 
there is. a suggestion of disloyalty and lack of .love on th® part of these who do not 
mourn. ' •- •

There is n© merit in grief. If w© will accept ns true th® statâ eat tost God®s ..will 
for us is to be happy, t?e will realise that w@ are not at our best ween w® gn@v©$- iruly, 
grf.©f is harmful to'both th® survivors and.the departed. Our loved en® aust̂ b® sad 
dled by our Bouming, when he knows there is no reason for sadness*and his inability 
to penetrate our consciousness and give us reassurance is frustrating to him, ana aei&ys 
hi® joyous ongoing. The blessing which comes to those that mourn is that "they shall ba 
comforted.

¥e find p®ae© by turning to God and elalxaiag His peace? by declaring that His 'perfect 
will is being dsn© in our lives $ by lovingly releasing our dear ©no to his higher good.

¥® overcome our grief as w© reoognlz© that God is life, and then g©®k God in th® 
lives of others. As w© deliberately seek out the lonely and-bereft around us, and try 
to fill their lives, so ©ur ©to grief will.be assuaged. .

¥® meet bereavement by recognising that w® am Individuals, and that our loved ones are
individual®, When we love others for what w® can give them, yet loav© thou £r@@, s© w@
find joy and freed®® ourselves.

Unify Center of Pittsburgh 
818 Liberty Ave.
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FRANK GIUDJCI Tuesday, January 9, 1973

. Kaye you put, into action lately one of the most important yet 
simplest acts_of mind— the act of appreciation? In other words* are

I1?® and,alJ- the S°od it brings, or are you too buly 
g-umblrng about what you aon t have or what you wish you could get rid of? 

 ̂ Mosty of uŝ  are aware of the important psychological effects of
„A^ong other thinSs* appreciation adds zest to work and 

life. But even with-: this awareness, do we use appreciation 
as a daily activity or just occasionally as the mood strikes us? '

Xx we are not putting appreciation to use in our life on a 
consistent basis,, then we are truly depriving ourselves of a great 
amouny of good. Tnere is nothing quite like appreciation when it comes 
to ^stirring up the gift of God which is in us!? The ac? of appJeciatfon
ble-s?n^Sfo^fh”U?henerSy aS l0Ve and gratitude i : and as we sencPthese 

S,rf m ?' they are sur,e to. return to us in fulfillment of the divine law f as y ou s ow * so shall you reap#tf
. Recording to the dictionary, one of the meanings of appreciation 

- is 'to increase in number- or value.« The power of appreciation the? 
is the power to increase the value of a thing*. When we sneak of * * 
^appreciating.property," we are referring to its increase in value 
But how about our families g our friends * or our jo b ?  A re we d a l l v *  
increasing their value in our eyes Dy arereeiating them? y

matteJ-eiiSe?f^ti;a0i’t0f th® lHp?rtfn0* of appreciating what we have, nomatter now liutle it may seem uo be. As we do this we find that nnr>
to increase in number and value . When Jesus saw 

that, he had uut uve loaves and two fishes to feed the multitude he 
aid not complain about the seeming little he had. He did not■cry out
with0?® f n ?  1' h’ P°°r me* 1 °NLI this little bit to work
fish^ Lid b?«sse| V?Pre£uat®? "?&t he had» the five loaves and two , ’/and blessed it. Then it increased to the point that there w«q 
enough to feed the multitude, and with plenty to s p ! r e . “  ” •
_„ you warrt co make improvements in your life, then first make
sure you are appreciating what you now have. Do you want a better iob 
or car? Then appreciate the one you have. Do y o H a n t  more fSends?
Then appreciate the ones you have. Whatever it is you desire to have 
more of_or want to change into something better, take the first st^n

n o T £ v e tot SPeater 8004 ty Giving thanks^f or\;hat^you

Tj. Xr i s common to depreciate, rather than apprecjate things

the -orl^iS L° £ S  T a “

to thf'wcrw “ now and you s ? i1
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FRANK GIUDXCI Wednesday, Jwiu&ry 10, 1973

There efe'naay people whose lives® are being spoiled because of a sene© of gtdlt, Webster 
defines guilt as th© act of having ooasaitted a breach of conduct. This aet May bs 
against the law of the land, or it say be still within the law, yet. th© perpetrator ' 
knows it is & brsaeh of his own concept of what is right. There is within each of us 
the inner monitor of conscience that knows wh®.t is right. It prompts ns, and if wo. dis 
obey, it judges. The proverb says KA guilty conscience needs n© accuser.48

All of us reeogais® that in certain areas we hav© failed in th© past. How then are we
to gain freedom froia this m a m  ©f failure? E m can w® silence feh© accusing voices 
within? How can we live free frssi fear and tension which may be the result of Pncon- 
ecious gtdlt? The firt step is always to know that tm can get free, Th® mistakes ©f 
yesterday ar® eH part of growing up. Row we know tetter the law of cause and effect, 
new w© know the roason for th® Golden Rule, . ' . .

A parent does' net forever hold against a grown son or daughter mistakes rads when he or 
she ms a child, .Equally, God, Divine Mind, dees net hold against us th© errors which 
we sake in eur spiritual infancy. So our next step is to know that Godes nature .is 
always to forgive, .He forgives at once. . ' ■ . •

However, w® cannot ©s@®pl that forgiveness until we have conditioned our minds to re 
ceive it. And this is accomplished fey our forgiving others. Jesus stressed- the necess 
ity of our forgiving others their offences against us. This is not because God is hold 
ing out or us, but 5.e acc@g&&noo with th© law of mind. Unless w® have forgiveness for 
others in our minds w® cannot manifest forgiveness in our lives-, -so we cannot receive 
th® benefits of forgiveness. Thus our third step is to forgive inkers all things? for 
w© are forgiven in precisely the Bass® degree that w© forgive, ■

Next, if w® ara troubled with something on ©ur eesisaisffisefB l©t us look at it squarely? 
face- it honestly and se® where we failed. Then in consciousness of God0s love and His 
eagerness to forgive us, use th® power of th© tford to remove it from your mind. Declare 
you ar@ sorry for the mistake, accept th© forgiveness of God, and then state it no longer 
has any power over you. Affirm you are free. •

Usually this is effective in cleansing your mind if it is something which relates to you 
only. But of tea if .another person is affected, something more is called for,.

James tolls us to confess our faults. We should do this. If another person is affected, 
it isugually beneficial to tell sos© person whom you respect and trust what is troubling
you; possibly your teacher, consoler or minister, and then pray together for freedom.

However, most difficult, yet most effective in securing release, is confession to the 
person whom you have offended, Possibly, also, you may hav® some restitution to make.
In thee© matters it is important to pray for guidance. The Spirit within you will give 
yen the direction you need. In a word, go forward without fear, but obey your conscience.

Finally, when having den© all this, you must forgive yourself,' Accept the forgiveness of 
God and others, but also ba sure to forgive yourself. Do not sit -in the puddle of remorse* 
Claim freedom, then think and act free, and' free you will be.

THE VOICE GF UNITY is a radio presentation ofi
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¥© a??© Hvtag in an ago of revolt and ehs»g@l Voices of dlsaoat aad pretest are hoard 
everywhere, « • and about everything, Mankind is feeing challenged to its depths, bat there 
is a divinity at mxi*s depths that till! shape his ©ads wreugh«hs<? them how he td.ll,'* 
T@5„l-M'rd optimistically talks of a secret complicity between the infinite and th© finite.

Han m@t come t® sea himself as an integral past ©? a whole universe rather than a lonely 
inhabitant of a sas.ll planet in a vast and indifferent mi?©», Th© tins has com© for a 
plassotsEy piilesaphy and mligi©a8 Bier® ©herald fee no insistence upon.“final truth" bet 
©nly & fraas of reference by which wa my comprehend th© stars, atea©, and jaan in th© 
realisation ©f th® unity of all lif®. ■ ■ ' ' ■ '■

'It is an‘interesting commentary-©a lif© that while’ conditions ®nd systems' and 'institu 
tions tead.to bsocis© static, mm is a dynamic ereatxsr®.- By nature h@ can sever b© satis 
fied. with things a© they are* . It is this inborn capacity for divine discontent- that 
©Kplaias th® spirit in m a f that proves man8® essential-divinity, However, Ban aisunder- 
staEids this tapg© for change, which is the growth proeess fresa within out, S© h® goes off 
fighting windmills like Dm Quixote. . . ■

Th® one weakness ©£ rcwlutien&ries i@ that their chief goal is to bring about change.
Bat whe-a .©hang©, ■ often simply to r th© gslsa ©£ chang®, is th© goal, it is self-defeating, T© 
®ak© a .res© cut ei a tod, th© mmd is for growth a«d not just ©hang©. If ©hang® is th® 
goal, we could fore© th© petals ©pen and destroy th® res®, ft® res© will eem®, but 
through the natural process ©f grewth,. .not by revolution, bat by ©volution* Jesus was 
a rerelufcioaary,, brat h® said, Te must be bore anew.** He knew that we must evolve -into a 
new creation through the rensidng of our mind. . ; .. ■ • .

Th® unitary ssarill wisely turn fires* revolution to- evolution,- The way of revolution 
is th® my @? erdfieie®., ergra»e»t, resistance, and enforced change.• Xt.-i© the way of'" 
carping about the government, the-boss, the “system.** Th® way of evelutim is the way '
©f love and understanding, and second iaile service. It aiak®s acre sonce’to turn on the 
light taasi to ©tires the darkness. It ekes ®©r© seas® to let ©tar ©nfeMseat tak© place 
at e» even, steady pace, rather than week th® "big bang” effect and aspect to explode 
into something different and hopefully tetter through violent revolutionary means,

Man will eventually com® t© himself, Th® emotion of revolution will give way to th®' 
wisdom of evolution. Me® will gradually stop shouting said start listening. Peace will'
&sm& to the mjrl-d as sore and .store men end women are possessed by th® spirit of peace 
and live' in th® consciousness of th©' unity o f ell lif®. Teilhard says, “tte are inevit-
ably approaching a nm eg® -in whieli the world will east off its ©bains, to give Itself 
up at last to 'th® pets®? of its internal affinities." .
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te® of the- important lessons we haw to learn in Xif© ie that there ar© m©r@ important 
thingg glian being right. Persons h&v® baen killed on oia? highways because they insisted 
©n asserting their right of way, when giving this up could have avoided an aeeident. Our 
purpose in this life a.® not to b© always right, hat to le&m the lesson of love.

The self-righteous man is-not popular. His consciousness o f being right, tonally mhos 
others feel so wrong, ¥0 all long for the approval of others,. However, w® do not got 
approval by being right, but by being loving and considerate of others.

Dal® Carnegie said,in affect* "To get the bast out of another mn, tell hi®’the best 
about- himself, T© win friends and influence people (favorably) tell them things-they, 
want to hear, B» sincere, tell the ©the? mn something good about himself," In oilier 
words, behave like & friend, and you'll gain a friend, ” 
gain an enemy, ' ' ■

Behave like an enemy, and you® 11

Tki© is always true, for the law is* all things produce after their mm kind. The act 
©f̂ praieittg etherŝ  evokes praise from others. Equally, if w® .think, 'speak and act 
critically, we will to criticised. If m> condemn, tm will bs condemned. Cnee we recognise 
this is an immutable law, w@ can make friend® or enemies at .will.

Th© story of John the Baptist illustrates this truth. It was not just bad luck for John 
th® Baptist that he '-should be in jail at the time the daughter of Herodi&s danced before 
Herod, and so had him executed and his head served on & platter. It was the result of 
the sure operation of the law of cause and effect, John had condemned Herod and Herodiss 

their relationship, so he-too was condemned. He attacked a ’relationship which was 
to th© life of Heredias, so ©to sought his- life, and being stronger, won it,

Th® fact that John was sight did not sav® him frets th®. consequences ©f his mm actions.
iffip03i't&i.B&

like many of us, John had a keen ©y®, an incisive mind, and a sharp tongue. He was 
-quickly able t© discern the mistakes others made, H® was less quick to understand why 
they behaved as they did* ho did not appreciate -their need.-

New Thought, of which Unity i® a vital part, is a new way of thinking .and living} and
as w® truly begin to think in this new my of abstaining fma all criticism and condem 
nation, we shall be’ able to stride cut into a new dimension of living,

"A. happy man or woman is a radiant center of goodwill. When he enters a room it is’ as
if a new ©audio has b@®» lighted," wrote Robert Louis Stevenson. The happy person is 
one who is. fr-so from condemnation of both ethers .and himself, ' . . .. \ .

Th© law is "Lev© thy neighbor as thyself," The truth is, most people do just that.
Those who ar© kindest to others usually have a true assessment of their own worth* and 
the persons who are most unpleasant to others ar® those who basically hate themselves.
We should not condemn ourselves* we should lov® ourselves as children of God.

Life always serves us right * it deals with us strictly in accordance with what w® put into 
it, beginning with our thoughts, , We can ensure for ourselves an enjoyable, prosperous and 
healthy life by freeing our minds from all condemnation and by thinking only on those 
things which are good and of God. ■
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Th®ga days ms hoar a grsai deal about prayer. Many ©f th© great thinkers of the world 
said that prayer is th® mightiest power ia man's life. Thinkers know, and always 

hsv© known, that prayer is not just a maehanieal racdtatioa of words, but the tool by 
which w® reach God,

*•,? Earjy things. .Emy©r is th® unexpressed desire before it is spoken, while it 
is stall thought. Prayer ia -the feeling and thinking before and during the speaking of 
the word, Prayer is.the desire ©£ Esh® heart that causes us to reach out for spiritual 
fulfillment. '
Through prayer the -whSl© power of God is released in m ,  to lift Ms to his fulfill* 

meni, hiê  oneness with all good. Basically, prayer is the spoken word, the word filled 
with spiritual power, although sometimes voiced so softly that only God hears..
SsaouaEss prayer is mad© by the speaking voice, and sometimes it is made by the. 

speaking heart. The prayer is not js-st the sound that cesses from our voeal chords. The 
prayer is the fooling, the faith, the thought that we express • in doing and being as 
well as in saying. Prayer i© th® recognition of the goodness ©f God.
 ̂Prayer is never our bagging, pleading, or making a d@al with God to.do things for us. 

It is alt-ays the outpouring ©f our praise and .thanksgiving —  our gratitude that He is 
within us, that H© can do and dc©s do all things, that He cannot fail, -that He is all* 
powerful. This is prayer.
Khy, then, da we believe that sometimes our-pr&yora or® not answered! We appsar t© 

fail in prayer because w© don't understand the pass? of our other words between prayers t 
th© words that wo spsak in ©ur everyday life, in our home, our work, our business? the 
words that we speak when w® ar® upset, angry, or fretful? the words thAt -we speak to the 
butcher, th® baker, and th® candlestick maker,' Those ar© th© words that snare us.
Oftentimes, these words are "vain babblings” «• th® wards we speak t© our family and 

associates «*«• ©wr everyday words. They are th® words that boiray you and me.
No matter te beautiful our. prayers are--at prayer tiaa, the -words tiiat we speak feettfeen 

prayers alee count for us ©r against us. At prayer time w© claim God as our- Father, who 
is able t© heal, to free, to prosper, and to deliver us, Wa got up fre-a ©tar spiritual 
haees after having offered such a prayer, feeling th® great assurance of God's presence 
and power. Yet ia five minutes, or ©van in less tins®, speaking from the outer conscious- 
ness, we can and often d@ discipat© th© power of our prayers. Thus, figuratively out 
ourselves off from God,
Stephen Vincent B®n©t tolls us, "Lif® is not lost by dying, it is lost minute by 

mimrte, day by dragging day, in all th® thousand eall, unearing ways,". We might change 
this wording just a little and say, "Life is not loot by dying, it is lost minute by 
minute, day- by dragging day, in all th© thousand eaaXX, uncasing words we say,"
You ©an k̂now and declare daily, irrespective of appearances, that everything in the 

world is th® power of Ged in expression, bringing mankind together, re-establishing man's 
respect for man, helping sin to prove their common heritage as eons of Godt Such knowing 
and declaring is the in-between prayer, the one that is always answered!
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Many parsons have a queer notion that it is th@ir duty to b®eoia@ unhappy wh©n others 
tr® unkind'to th©a« when an unkind remark is addressed to us w© can either promote it 
end give it ptm&s* ©v©r us by brooding e w  it, or we -can wash it out in the greet sea- of 
God's love. If wo let it sink deep into our inner, sensitive nature, it m y  hurt us like 
a barbed arrow. . But w@ should r&&mh&p that it is our thoughts about it that keep it 
alive.
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Wiy do we torture ourselves this way? Because we will not forgive and forget the
wrong ws think- has been don© to us. Ms may ©reuse ourselves by saying that to forgive 
'would ©aeourage the wrongdoer in his evil practice®, forgetting that w© might be able 
to eneourage hia to live a hotter life by forgiveness backed up by wisdom and prayer.

Hating pays in© dividends. On the contrary,' it gradually takes away happiness, friends, 
and health, Kte remedy is to forgive and forget and bless.'

As long ae you persist in bating someone, you generate a poison in your mind that 
sickens your body, Yota* mn dark thoughts aro the only things that can dim the joy and 
sparkle ©f life for you.

Jesus was no theorist.' He was a wan of sound, practical judgment. He taught people 
principle® that fox® the foundation - for happy, su©e©gsi\tl living. For too long would-be 
Christians have admmderstood the directness ©f His teachings. For too long have we mad© 
excuses for ©ur failure to apply Hie simple rules- of living by saying that they ar© too 
idealistic to be applied to present world problems. The eitisens of our Christian world 
have therefore conducted their lives and their dealings with esi© another in conformity 
with oM barbaric customs, rather than th© eispl©, logical principles laid down by a 
loving teacher.

To bolster up our barbaric practices, w© have concluded that tb© good things Jesus 
premised ar® to b@ enjoyed at -sosa® future time, after w® have left this vale of tears 
and have gone to a heavenly home off in th® skies. The things.He taught are real and 
practical, and they apply to. present-day affairs. He gave-us straightforward advice that 
will help anyone who will apply it to solve his daily problems in business, educational 
and social life. - . •

If you 'ar© now tormenting yourself by refusing to forgive someone, why not try Jesus* 
advice? Forgive your eacay in your heart, freely, even though you don't speak a word 
to him. Send him thoughts of love and good will, and see if this change of mind doesn't 
brighten your life. **I forgive you, God bless you. In th® nemo of Jesus Christ I sot 
you free from every secret thought of condemnation, displeasure, bitterness, and jealousy. 
I refuse, to carry around with a© the .burden of unforgiveness any longer, I place you and 
your affairs, lovingly in the hands of the Father."

It takes courage, and sometimes effort, to my something like this and mean it, but 
it's worth it. You will not only free the person you forgive, but you will fre® your 
self.
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Is. this a good day for* you, or do you hops that it td.ll bs? I f  v?© • are to have a 
perfect clay, w© tef® to mast all the requirements of a perfect day. Yesterday's re 
quirements .are past? we must eoncenirate on today's requirements.

If w© Kant- freddest from adverse conditions, the® our requirements most begin with 
truo self-analysis, Oar longing to be healed Is not quit© enough, ¥© must. go s step 
further, and if w@ delay taking the stop of self-analysis, them our longings fall 
into th® category of wiMiful thinking.. .

It sometimes requires a fi;® determination to fee© the. issues of conflict within 
ourselves; But one© w© do, w© place ourselves on tb© right path, W© must turn our 
thoughts within and leek squarely at ovirselvee - until that which is reflected is clear 
and well defined, ■ ' - . .

We are not always able to I handle today's situations as easily as to did those of 
yesterday. Today's requirements my b© for greater self-sacrifice, greater endurance, 
©r for more patience with loved ones,. Yesterday's requirements spy have called for 
other things. But all requirements, when fulfilled, bring' the good we are seeking.

Bo you remember with deep gratitude how your past releases east© about? They came
'when you changed your attitude about yourself, didn't they? •

Mhea depressed and upset, try to be still for a raoai®nt and remember Paul's admen- • 
it ion to th© Phillipiaiis t "Whatsoever things are of good report? if there,be anŷ  
virtue»,, think on these things," If there b® bat on© virtue in your present coned.0* 
tien, if anything lovely ean' mmm out of it, then ■ think on -this sida of .-the question. 
It may be all that is required to bring about the change in your affairs. "Prove 
me now herewith, saith Jehovah of hosts, if I will not opsn you the windows of heaven, 
and pour you out a blessing, that there shall not be room enough to receive it,"

Discard your uncertainties» A vacillating. mind i® a poor vessel t© present to God.
Steadfastness in your thinking may b® just the? thing, needed for your progress.

Lot us forgive our enemies quickly and receive God's richest blessings. 1st us sow 
seeds of love and reap they* richly. Love may be the requirement for ps&e© of mind 
today, Lat us meet it not.?.

Yes, any day can be a good day, a prefect day if only we meet' all of its require 
ments. Today's requirements maŷ not fea th® same as yesterday's requirements, Yes-- 
terday is past, and with it we should let pass its problems and its requirements. To 
find out what today's requirements are, make an honest analysis of yourself and your 
affairs, and then stick to th© requirements that are•demanded of you to solve your 
problems,, whatever they may te«
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Generally speaking, Six’© is good! Do you boiler© Met Many bslif/y® that lif© is 
©ss@atia.lly & tragi© thing. They bcslieve that it- is right, norssal, ©ad m©n inevitable 
that eomm- should abound far more than joy, They think that is seise mysterious my 
their ©tcraal gesd.is served - t o  proportion to the evil and adsery in the present day 
life. They feel’ that happiness is an exceedingly rare ĉ s'erienee, an i. unlawful ©on” 
dition thit Must bfvpaid in. hmdlity, ŝ psuteaes, and chastening, .-

A vast weight of past religions teaching tears down on them to hold them-in spirit” 
vilY bondage,, They ar® conditioned to believe in, to expect, to court, to accept, and 
'-afesst .to rojeie®. la tribulation as the soul's on© and only means t© salvation.

This r im  is wholly \m justified, Lif® la of God, thorofor®, lif®. is good. The 
living of it is our affair,' under God, and involves the duty and privilege of progres 
sively showing, forth the divine meaning of lif© as God means it, and not as a dying 
tradition .misrepresents it, .

. Lif© sesae futile, fruitless, and evil to the extent that w® teg dotm and los© our 
selves in a wilderness of trivial surface things. Intisiat© eomanmion with the Spirit 
of Truth fortifies us for whatever demands may be made ©a us.

Well,-, so muoh for things in general! ButTAf we aspire to a noble life, if w© wish 
to be a benefactor and helper of others, the purest act of loving charity that lies 
within our province is to look -assiduously for the good in others f in relatives, 
acquaintances, neighbors, associates, in friends,and foes alike. Way should we seek 
the bad to another and then just as doliterately hat© him for it? Why not seek the 
good— whieh is far mm® ftmckmental and proper -to hia--&nd then love him for it?

To rocogslss and lev© the good in a person whom you .formerly thought thoroughly 
unlovable pays you the possible highest dividends in happiness, ■ And it is- wonderful 
helping hand lent to a. kindred soul who is ultimately as .precious in the sight of God 
as any other person. There need not b© anything noisy or ©stentatiotis about it. It 
' is not necessary to tell the the otter .person in so many words what you have in' r>’dnd,
, You needs61 go out of your m y  at all? rather it is of capital .importance that you 
should, keep the way,which is tte:-%;giy of lev© and understanding. Rave you ever mad© a 
calculation of the extoafl to which another personas "faults" tev® their origin and 
existence in your my of thinking? Have you traced- the. influence- of your attitude on 
fc&a and learned, to what extent it is retarding his progress?

Release him from tho straight jacket that you fabricated for him, thinking it would 
fit him so nicely. It has been said that when w© ■ fetter another, the ©iter end of th© 
chain fastens itself around eur ovte nock, lov® kiml Lev® things in general! B® so 
consistently busy finding good to everything that you will have no tls® to waste on th® 
things that are known as "evils'*. Try this and you will soon b® able to prove to your 
self and to others that lif® is indeed very good. .

Re3s©Tibsr« "A man is hurt not so such by what to happens as by his opinion of what
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happens,e* '
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In the Bible, in the 20th chapter of the second hook of the 
kings, there is a story that tells of a tine when King Hezekiah of 
Judah became quite ill. Isaiah, the ranking prophet of the day, 
case to him and said: "Set your house in order; for you shall die, 
you shall not recover®" Upon hearing this, Hezekiah did a remarkable 
thing. Instead of accepting- the pronouncement of Isaiah, he "turned 
his face to the wall, and prayed to the Lord." Then as Isaiah was 
leaving the kingc's court, the story continues, the word of the Lord 
came to him: "Turn back, and say to Hezekiah...! have heart your 
prayer®..I will heal you.® .And I will add fifteen years to your life."

There is a wonderful lesson in this story, ant it is this: don’t 
accept "final verdicts;" you can change them if you want, for with 
Got all things are possible®

Throughout the history of mankind there have been innumerable 
instances in which someone has been healed of a certain condition- 
after others hat given up on him. How many times have we heard the 
so-called "final verdict" declared: "You’ll never be able to walk 
again...you*11 never be able to talk again...you®11 never tee able to 
see again...you*11 never tee able to do this or that again," ant then 
di scovered later on that through some seeding "miracle" the person 
was able to do that which he was supposed to never be able to to again? 
And how many tines have we heard of someone being told: "You can’t to 
it. It’s impossible. You don’t have enough money, education, or 
experience," and then hearing later on that he somehow had managed to 
accomplish the **impossible?”

In the book "Success Through a Positive Mental Attitude" by 
Napoleon Hill and W® Clement Stone, the story is told of the time 
when Henry Ford wanted to develop the now famous engine known as the 
V-8. To a man, the engineers agreed that it was impossible to cast 
an eight cylinder gasoline engine block in one piece. But Fort said: 
"Produce it anyway® Stay on the job until you succeed no matter how 
much time is required." The engineers, the "experts ," teeing on Ford* e 
payroll had nothing else to to except to go to work on the project.
Well, it took some tine, but the results are well-known® Because 
Henry Fort refused to accept the "final verdict" of his engineers, his 
company was able to produce an engine that far surpassed that of all 
the other cars on the road and that kept the Fort Company at the for- 
front of the auto industry for years®

Friends, the truth is row, always has been, and always will tee 
that through the power of God in us we can accomplish all things® So 
the next time you hear the voice of authority pronounce a "final verdict" 
that dooms you or someone you are praying for to an undesirable, nega 
tive condition, remember people like Henry Ford and good old King 
Hezekiah® Then do as Hezekiah did: turn your back on that decision and 
turn your mind and heart to God, and watch things change for the better.
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Last nights8 s lesson on the Voice of Unity was "based on the 
biblical story concerning the prophet Isaiah and King Hezekiah. In 
the story (II Kings 20), Hezekiah "becomes ill and Isaiah tells hi® 
he will die, that he will not recover. But the King refuses to accept 
this "final verdict” and after praying is told "by God that he shall he 
healed and fifteen years will "be added to his life. The lesson; cion11 
accept final verdicts, for with Got all things are possible.

Tonight® s talk is concerned with ?*hat happened next* After this 
wonderful demonstration of the power of prayer, Hezekiah did a very 
human thing; he showed his doubt by asking for a sign as proof that 
he would he healed. And so a sign— a rather spectacular one— was 
given when the shadow on the sun dial was made to move backward ten 
degrees instead of forward. The lesson; in the way of demonstrations, 
what you need is what you get! If it is really necessary to have a 
"*ig one,” then that is what you will get. God is prepared to meet us 
and help us on whatever level is necessary for our spiritual growth.

Unity defines a demonstration as the natural outworking of the 
law of cause and effect. When we pray we send out thought-causes, and 
their corresponding effects must manifest according to divine law. For 
example, as we dwell on thoughts of love and peace and send these 
thoughts out to others, then love and peace will prevail in all of our 
outer affairs. People will act lovingly toward us and all our relation 
ships and experiences will "be peaceful ones.

Sometimes a demonstration occurs that is very dramatic. When this 
happens some people are" inclined to think of it as a 53miracle ;** that 
is, a special act performed through the Intervention of God whereby 
natural laws are momentarily suspended. But the truth is that all 
demonstrations, including those classified as miracles, are simply the 
result of the law of cause and effect. There is nothing supernatural 
about them. They are natural occurrences "based on the operation of 
immutable, universal principles. ■

Another thing about demonstrations is that they are made according 
to our emotional need. A person new in the Truth teaching frequently 
finds that some of his dein castrations are rather spectacular. This is 
because at this stage in his unfoldment he has a great emotional need 
that needs to be fulfilled. A dramatic demonstration is exactly what 
he needs and gets. Also, in a way, such a demonstration serves as 
ttproofw that the Truth teaching really works* As Jesus said; "Unless 
you.see signs and wonders you will not believe.n

However, as one progesses in his spiritual unfoldment he "becomes 
more emotionally stable, and, therefore, needs the "big ones18 less and 
less. His demonstrations now "begin to flow. They are happening all the 
time now and they go almost unnoticed because they have "become so much 
a part of the daily routine.

But remember, if at any time, like Hezekiah,,you really need a 
big one, you can count on God and a "big one is what you® 11 get.
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There is much that ie gpi© in the nma from -day to day. Bat, ag Ehorson says, 
KDynet waste yaiirself in rsjeetiori, nor bark against th© bad, bat chant the foaauty 
of the good/8 Tha upheaval of oar world is th® breaking up of old forma and systems, 
leading to tli® ©s®rg©ne® of a new age, Occultists have called it th® "age ©f 
Aquarius”, Vfe can also ©all it the age of trans<̂ &€ne©—*going beyond that which 1® 
presented by appearance ©r in an espsxdenc®.

1% eas fee© th© future with ê gSSss and enthusiasm, not bec&us® ©f wfeat we see 
areiasd ns, or ®v®n down the road ah®ad-“bat basaus® of vbr.t w® sense within ns, Hi 
th© ag® of tr&ng®nden©e, we are not as concerned with what w© look forward to as . 
what %f© look forward from, We see frcat th© consciousness of wholeness, and thus w© 
g©@ th© potential for goodnss-s in all parsons and .in all circumstances.

Many of ns are' confused as to wh@r© we should stand in the face of th® issues of
the day, llhst is right sad what is wrong? Ga© need not always bs for or against 
things, Thar© is an altc?native--tke way of transondence— th® way of love and 
prayer. On© can be a center of lev© without taking .sides. X4k@ a referee, on® can 
bseest© ©n arbiter of good feelings, a center of love,

Idfrla Markka® has a poem that- talks of drawing a circle of love to taka in th© 
person who ha® shut us ;©ut. This is what Unity is all about*™*® consciousness of 
transcendent wholeness. People Eiay have shut us out, •nations may have ©rested 
barriers, as we may well have don®, .But w© can draw a .larger: eirclo of lov® to 
include and bless them all.

Today, many of us hav® gotten caught up in th.® political aspect of things. Un 
fortunately, w© are swept' up into a divisive consciousness, leading f© criticism 
and all mamisr ©f disturbed and disturbing thoughts,. A student of Truth cannot 
effort! to.allow his life to b@eo®0 politicized. Or perhaps w© need a new kind ©f 
politics and a new kind- of religion dealing very simply with, unity-dealing not 
with divers® issues end sectarian creeds, but with whole ideas,- whole people, and- 
th© wholeness of the univors®.

Unity, with its symbol of th® “winged glob®", can play a great part in th® coming
ag© of transcendence, . Kit by preaching a doctrine, but by practicing a new kind of 
love. The globs is the circle—meaning x-diolea.ess, Th© wings n©f®r to transcendence 
and fr@cd®», (terry this esnseieusness with you mherovesyou go. Draw th© winged 
eircl® around people and situations everywhere. leu will become a strong fore© for 
good. And you will face th® futur© with optM^a »for you will draw the eircl® of 
love around all things and everyone.

THE VOICE OF UNITY is a radio presentation of?
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THE VOICE OF UNITY
BY ■ •

FRANK GIUDICI Monday, January 29, 1973

How often 4a th© cestaonplac® happenings of oar day do w© find striking illustrations 
of th© forces at work in th© lives of psopi®, W© look at a flow©? pushing its m y  
through anfavorabl© soil, ¥© geo a fern clinging to &n overhanging rook. They remind 
us ©f 8©SQ psrson w© knew who has oliiabed to beauty and harmony fma an unfavorable 
environment.

It eesae at times as if those reminders w©r© placed ©specially there to help us, lilt© 
the date® in the Shakosposr© ocaeay, AS YOU LIKE IT, we find

"Tonga©© in trees, books Ivi th© running brooks,
Simons in stones, and good in every ‘biting,f!

0;S® jgaa observed that ear lives &m like sieves. Our mm®riermes form, th© ®@shes, 
Daily they mm sifting out th© tiny e&nds of ssiallnsas, disappointment,, end regret.. 
if ire pex-aiit it. Only tils big things should remain.

Think back to your childhood, With what a rosy hale %m onoircl® th© good eld days!
Ah, things were* different then! People were i&ndor, young people more liaising, th® 
.world ia general moro teraiao, Bat is this actually tru@? Not ®t all,' Th© sieve of 
our siadg has serely retsriaed big things, Th© little tents, th© unkindness, th© short® 
eosiirngs have dropped *eay, Hew good that till© is so,. .

■ H@ shouldn't l?o deceived by Sipaediats conditions, This acsisnt which Esay geea to 
hold unhappiness, w® may. oh© day g©@ to hav® been th® acm® of nobility and courage,
Why not distill from it now th© glory, th© quickened se-nsw of purpose in living? Why 
not let th© worries that'can never help us slip through tho sieve? M© n©©da*t wait 
for th© years to do that.,

Why allow eurselv©® to grow tens©, holding on to our apprehensions, regarding them 
with helpless fear? It is possible for us to relax, to allow the potty annoyances to 
sift away, • to t&k© pleasure in th® big things that esassiln, Then our spirit rises above 
tho confusion and p©ae© of ndnd prevails.

In too physical. reals two persons m y  bo of equal sis© and appearance yet react to 
clrcEQitti&nccs and environment ia totally different ways, S«rik© one and h® will 
cringe. Strike another and h® trill praaptly strike back. On© thinks ho is wsakg th® 
■other knows ho 1® strong. It is th© cam© with ua in our approach to situations, Either 
w© hav© within uc the ooavietioa of paw©? or w© fool oarsolvos to ba th© vietim of 
eirowistanees beyond our* eontrol, ...

It has been said that most -poop!©*® spirits grzm gray baforo their hair. It will net 
bo so fen? us if w® allow the impossible chaff to sift through th® noshes of our expert* 
©ne@s, and w© retain only th© nourishing kernels of hop®, faith, trust and eeurag®.
Then t?e bsoon© conscious of s radiant presene® sad power as wo begin to permit tho chaff 
to sift away. Lot tho worries that can never help sift through the sieve and only that 
which is good will remain.

THE VOICE OF UNITY is a radio presentation oof * . . .
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THE VOICE OP UNITY
by

PRAM GIUDICI Tues&ay „ Jan. • 3 0,.19 73

.In Unity we believe that as children of God we are meant to be 
prosperous in all areas of living* This includes financial prosperity 
as well as health of body and soundness of laineU

How regarding financial prosperity,, there exists in sob® quarters 
of traditional religion the thought that there is spiritual merit in 
being poor® In some areas it is even thought that having too much

Just the opposite 

the

is the cases we

vi o
6f

money is sinful® Actually ,• however, 
are sinning by being poor!

In Unity, when we speak of sin we do not mean 
some moral code® Bather# we- look at sin as meaning to 
of perfection we are intended to hit* In other words»
God# ol^a perfect Father# we are here to express that divine perfection 
in all tha<., we co© So when we are poor we are not- bearing witness to 
the all-suiTiclency of Godt we are therefore missing the mark.of living

ation of 
miss the mark”
as children of

as loving Father# 
is that w© are

and as a 
meant to

result we are "sinning' 
live happily* fully.

of

the child of a rich.
The truth about us 

freely,.and abundantly. Consider statements made by Jesus such as"“I 
came that they may have life# and have it abundantly” and "It is your 
lat/hfei*1 a goo-a.' pleasure to give you the kingdom.111 There are no quali 
fications in these staueaents. They are clear# concise declarations 
our spiritual inheritance .-of prosperity in all phases of living*

desus taught that because of our relationship to God— child to 
father— we are^meant to fee prosperous and to experience only good® As 
Jesus also said„ "Gome, 0 blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom 
prepared for you from the foundation of the world,"

Now in order to manifest our spiritual inheritance of nrocmerltv - 
one of the things that we must do is develop a positive attitude toward 
money® We must see.it not as a "tool of the devil," but as a medium of 
exchange through which much of the good we are entitled to as children 
of God is brought into manifestation® It is essential that we develop 
a healthy a'cmtuae toward, moneys good, strong positive attitude free of
those ole il-intentionedf!

by divine right is to begin putting to 
is the result of our cooperating with

H „ .. . feu1;* damaging notions that condemned money
as the root oi all evil." By the way# it is interesting to note that 
thus, particular phrase comes from Paul* s first letter to Timothy# which 
does not state that "money is the root - of all evil," but that "the love
oa money i s  the root of all evils*" There is all the difference in the 
world in the two phrases®

Another thing we must do to begin manifesting in greater ways the 
iinanexai prosperity. that is ours - - - -
us© what we ha?e now© Pr os*p erxty
the law of giving and receivings as we sow, so we reap. We will auto- 
maticaixy begin reaping if we first start sowing® This means glvin*- e 
reasonao.io percentage of our income from all sources to some spiritual 
work as we are directed, by the Lord, of our being. Remember how'Jesus 
praised the poor widow who gave two coins? It isn't the amount given that 
is oi primary importance j but it is the action of giving and the attitude 
in which we give that counts. ' -

Prxencls# through the action of divine law we can be sure that our 
seem_ng little will go a long way— to bless ns, our world and everyone
j.ri 1
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THE VOICE OF UNITY
' BY ■

FRANK GIUDICI Wednesday, January 31, 1973

W©’ra going to begin, ©ur lesson this evesdng with a feslllsr Bible story. It is about 
& woman tox© sought hoaling, This woman was both determined and considerate. We try to 
think as s’a© thought,, and we hear her saying to herself* "I don’t want to drat? attention 
to erysalf, bat I must -be healed. If I only touch his garment, I shall bs xsado well,"
Then as sh© pat a. flugor on the s&ntle that h@ wor®, imaedl&tely sho w&s healed.

Other©e in the throng had been touching him, but no one ©ssespt that i» r  had asked for 
anything from hist. She earn© with a definite and urgent desire, and it was fa@r touch of 
desire coupled ̂ ith strong■confidence--that produced results.

To ask God for- help is not enough. Waiting in passivity deaen’t encourage results. There 
must be activity ©n ova- m?a part? th@ activity ©f m-g©at desire, and th© activity ©f 
■strong faith,-end--the activity of doing whatever wq ourselves arc ©bl© t© d© to bring 
about ths desired wetslt. God togi.riot created us t© be puppets, aeted upon by Him wfeil© 
baring inactive ourselves. He has given us intelligence and wants us t© use it. Our 
destiny depends upon• ourselves as well a®-upon Him, We must help Him to work out th© 
good that v© desire.

This is true when we are in need ©f physical healing. If asabltlea, ©r perhaps unthinking 
habit, leads us to drive ourselves day after day beyond ©ur present capabilities, and w© 
teg Ged to keep ms-froa breaking down, then w@ aro not treating ourselves fairly, And w© 
are not treating Ged honorably, If we live in “t?orry, thinking of this and than thinking . 
of sosatlring ©Is© that might happen, and develop tensions that bring ©ur powers ©f 
csaMursnc© i© th© breaking point, then w@ don’t treat either ourselves or God. fairly and 
honorably, Horry end worry or® two things that are ©specially csh&ustihg • to the human 
constitution, ■ '

Th© principle is also tru© %iisn direction Is needed upon gem© matter that is pussling' ■ 
yon. If suggestion end gulden©© can be obtained ffcem other persons ©r from toeks, th®» 
that help should be sought. Bat it mat always b® raaeabex-sd that th® final iasplratien 
and authority must bs found in Gods not in social fashion, not in business custom, bat 
ix i God,

If w® want healing, peso©, happiness, prosperity, or any other good thing, wo must first 
have a strong- desire for help, .And w® must mater that simply •. to ask God for help 
is n o t enough. Waiting in passivity doesn’t oneour&g® results.' Wo must do toaothing 
ourselves, and w© must have faith. Doing something ©tirs©j.v®s doesn’t mean worrying and 
fretting ar»d 5msi;Ivg hrT® and thcro, franiieall j trying to find tbe answer to our 
problem, w® must thev activity of urgent desire, th© activity of strong faith that 
wo can be healed or that our problem can bo solved, arid th© activity of doing whatever w® 
fool led to do to bring about the desired result. Rsaaembsr, ©ur demonstration depends upon 
ourselves as fe‘©pa as upon God. .

Power frsr, God is am liable for all th© needs; of life. And w© h§v© our ©isn pvrt to dô js 
©refer to roeoiv® th® wisdom and powor wo need, Let to soak trisdom. and guidane© from God, 
let’s b?.vo strong faith, and let’s do our part in bringing about our good,

THE VOICE OF UNITY is a radio presentation of*

UNITY CENT© OF PITTSBURGH
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THE VOICE OF UNITY 
BY

FRANK GIUDICI Thursday,' 1,- 1973

Erosy day is a wonderful day. New yeti may b® seeing only part of the picture, responding
to only part of the pwtae&s of life, ©̂ pressing' only part of your c&m potential. So 
opsa your, eyes and seo, open your ears and listen, open your mind and perceive.

It is said that for ©very problca that confronts us, we ourselves held th© answer. The# 
problesi would, not- be ours unless w© did liar© th© answer. Because w© do have the answer—  
th® right answer, the good anewer-th® problem is in front of u© for solving.

Perhaps right now you «r® e&afrtlted with a situation that you would like t©ry much to 
as© resolved, Havo you b©©n looking arermid for ©osioon® or ecssiething to help you with the 
•problem? Do you r®aiia© that you have within yotssvpbdsess-’ioa ©very spiritual tool that 
is necessary to ©ope with th® matter? , -

listen for a sacs scats lift yourself from th® morass of the confusion confronting you and
look to God, But you say you Have been trying to do this, end y©t you have worked your 
self into & perfect frensy, a state of despair, trying to do just.this, trying to lift 
yourself out ©f ias confusion by looking to-and trusting God,

Well then, what bav© yen b®cm- working vithf What hav© you tesught to th© problem?
H®v« you brought fear? "Rebellion? A little rosmismat, perhaps? Bswildsraont, resigna 
tion," lack of'mderet&ndiag?1 ’ Hav© you brought negative rather than © positive attitude 
to the problem? ... ; - :

Kow let's consider your -situation for just a ®m®nt. You want this problem worked out. 
You west it worked out for th© good of all concerned, You mat th®. right answer, Above 
&H, you want good to ees® forth out of th© situation, - -

Think bask a. few years. If you have mad® trips iats th® countryside, ymi have- probably 
seen th© ©M̂ fbefeiened hand pmps used to pump water'out of wells, So®@ ©f us bar© even , 
used th©s® .-pomps, If you Imv® used ©a© ©f them, you may also rmmAmr that' sometimes 
before you could get any water from the pump you had t© giv© th© pump -a drink of water „ 
la other words, yen had t© prime th© pump,'. This-may seem to you & homely rsf©r®ne®, and 
you Biay raider at- ..it, but it- k-r&rs & helpful lesson. After the pump was primed tilth 
mtep, it gsvo water, with & llitl© ©s-esrfcion cai'our part. Solving g. problem iŝ  just 
that siapl.es. Bring good to the problem and th© solution will be good, Prim© th® puap̂  
teith a little Xcvâ aad understanding and willingness to se® good coraeont of th© situation 
for all ccnoarncd, .'

Bring good! Bring God to bear on th© problem. For with God all things or® psseibl®. .
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THE VOICE OF UNITY 
BY

FRANK GIUBICI Friday, February 2, 1973

If t o  locked Into the mirror and ess? someone ®ls©#s imag© instead of your own, you would 
b@ stalled, probably frightened. . But that will never ̂ PP®»* Whatever you em, before
the ndvrer MIX always to refloated by it. In a sense, our Hires sdght be eoiaparea jo 
the object set before the mirror, in that toe^yorldjltsalfis toko a largo looking g.u*&8, 
and what wo- s&© .stout us- is often tho rsil6eca.cn ©.>„ ©ur&eivsfe.

For'example, the person 1*0 shows- little or no mmth toward others will probably a©«t
with a cold reception wherevar he goes, Ee will produee the eiimat® areumt tom by ■cuaw 
h© has within uto, If to is a friendly parson, h© Mjul bay® ixaen̂ s* a  lio ** 
he will to loft to himself. If he trusts others, they will trust him, law poo-c ******* 
us, "Then give to the world the best you have, and the tost trill earn bae& xo you. ku&t 
ws css in others -will bs a reflection of our own selves, - -

Some ob us rao are burdened with troubles might to surprised when w© look around to see 
where our troubles ecss© frea, For instance, the boy who fails in his ™ m o s s  eot̂ c 
probably trace tfes cause not to faulty instruction, tot to icueness ana 
hi'3 ye-t. The chronic c^Oninor, who never ssews to Here suisicienu 5.A&j.ns uu sa***, 
oiiigatioHe are often blrere ©creore also for Ms ‘tod luck", upon w k s k  gauioa rere no 
doubt., find Ms situation to be the r-eeu.it ef his haji-aeai'toa jjafor***, x*i w -'-1
whoa ha works. ■ . .

To blfjae others for cur failures is about the worst thing we can do. lour life and mine
toll'topretiv reeh t-toi re otirselres reto it. Others rey help re, end se®3 may cause 
uJtoto, but re ©as to sure that wo got out of life ®^etXy what ^  7
too tourer refloats too ©sect image placed tofore p, M s :rerrer ■
nothing, end takas m y  nothing. It rereiy gives cad: wmre au greou.re **. .*« —  ~
old. Jaw, but -s ire® -one, that we -reap tost w© -c?o?r.

Mure of our unhappiness and many of our failures could̂  b® avoided if, * ^  ̂ ^  $***
ptojf as life reflects it to us, we would set about iaescemg our my* .&%***(£ 

bec^in'g angry and charging at our ®  ©r blmMng sereore els® re? ©ur eou&^on.

Seeing ourselves in the looking glass does net change our appearancef ^  only resale it.

Tto r e a l  difference between a rich man and a poor Ran is net i M m m & f , fe'aWia - 
ore r io t  because to  seas and enjoy® to® gioreod a i..I about. M*,, v.aire 

a re to re  I s  ^ r t “a3 to re to  to  a c c u s e *  nuch reacy . Ho i s  poor to rereo  he sees nouinng 
but dollar Myre and bank accounts.

Mtototoaretoo co-aid sc© an ange 1 in every rough store, and tore, could sos a 
to Caterer yew and I sc® to liteJy to bo a r e g i o n  oi our m s  sox*.

hTu-q men look out through to© same bars* One sees th© tmd, and'the on® the stars."

Wic.t t-r© ee® will depend on slier® red took, W© 
The mirror of life will tell us was the? weNow there is mud, but there are also stars, 

cannot gas® at tbs ground and see th© store, 
are leol-dng at laud or stars. '

Rented ywrecto over smd over that life6® mirror .can' only reflect that which is put before 
^r'fo'cimw to© reflection, the object reflected must to otongea tiro*. xou are ^  
only on© acvxrtoy change tho object to bo voftootod -̂trevtoor, you i4e«- .
life oscaetto what you put into it. Bo sure that wliat yous* tore c mxrror rexleet̂  
you want ©%presss®d in yeur world.
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Prom time to time w® find ourselves facing conditions where improvement is really 
imperative. There are, of -course, many things in life that are perfectly satisfac 
tory! and for all these we give thanks. But there are some things, conditions, or 
circumstances that are not so satisfactorŷ -sosaething having to do with ourselves 
personally, our activities or affairs, or the welfare off someone in whom w© arts vitally 
interested. Moreover, th© disturbing conditions may bo physical, mental, or environ 
mental. But whatever it is, we realise that there is seething that certainly needs 
correcting. And although w© try ©very available remedy and seek every possible solu 
tion, it appears that xm mk© vary little, if any, progress along the desired lines.

Let it first b® stated as our belief, that what is eomaonXy termed a mirael® is 
really possible in our lives and affaire. Under divine direction it is possible to 
bring stout miraculous changes and happenings, both in our own lives and in th© lives 
of others. We should set it down as fundamental that no man need stay as he is and 
that there is a mighty power waiting to be used and ready to bring about all desired 
good.

THE VOICE OF UNITY
BY

FRANK GIUDICI Tuesday, February 6, 1973

Now t<Sfeltr 1.0 this pom
but we have a specific
cam© tc> Jesus seeking n
His on]y child was serd
He was baffled, disappo
of th© situatlon. Ho h.

elp. This man had a very serious and heartbreaking problem, 
seriously ill,, tormented by what was then- regarded as evil spirits, 

•ed, end completely frustrated by the seeming intractability 
■tried everything, but apparently in vain. It was then that 

Jesus gave to this man, and through him to us and the entire, world, a miracle-working 
formula. Actually it is the key, not'only to this, but to ©very seemingly impossible 
situation, Jesus said, and we should carefully note His words* MA1X things are 
possible to him that tolieveth." .

Here are two miracle-working words, and w© should repeat them again and a gaint
"I believeSf! "I bslievsi "

So, t-?© make our first acknowledgement of our belief by saying* "I believe in Godt" 
and our second* "I believe in God in myself!" These statements might well be followed 
by a third acknowledgement* "I beliewe in God in my neighbors** It is a great thing 
to believe in God and to believe that God is ever working in and through us to accom 
plish His wise and'loving purposest but we must also learn to recognise that God works, 
in and through our neighbor, even though our neighbor may appear to be -rather un- 
Godlike in his outlook and activities.

The two words, "I believe'* have within them tremendous miracle-working power, but we 
must give them definite direction. Wo must learn to say with deep conviction *
"I believe in God in myself! ” "I believe in God in my neighbor!"
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If anyone wrongs you, mistreats you in any way, hurts your feelings, can you easily 
forgive him, or does the wrong rankle in your mind and heart for days, weeks, even 
months? be are told, "whosoever shall salt® thee on the right cheek, turn to. M*n -the 
otaex* axoo, '■ Then w© &r© tola how w© can do thist "Love your enemies, blocs them that 
corse? you, do good to them that hate you, and pray for them which despiteftilly use you, 
and persecute you,"

At first, w© way insist that this is easier s&id than done. From our own experience, 
w@ are positive that when somebody hits us on one cheek w© have little time or desire 
At that moment to do those four things*~*love, bless, do good, and pray, We are right 
about that to a certain extent, ¥@ cannot change miraculously at a moment's notice,
W® need to be prepared previously, W@ need t© live a prepared life to turn the other 
cheek effectively, "love," "bless," "do good,M and "pray" form a growing preparation 
that not only makes us ready to turn the other cheek, bat many times makes the first 
blow Impossible, ■

A edffipl® substitution in this preparation will help to clarify it for us. In the 
place of "your enemies,M "then that curs© you,” "them that hat© you," and "them which 
despitefully use you and perseuete you," make use of the on©= word, "everybody. ” Then
we ©hall net miss anybody or any situation.

Our first step of preparation is to lev© everybody. On first thought you may think 
you e-sn't lev® everybody, but you can. it is your inner attitude that is important, 
love comes from your heart and mind. In the thirteenth chapter of First Corinthians 
we read about &11 the things love will do. The oftons? we r@ad this chapter, the more 
w® realise that a miraculous power will be necessary for all this. We need something 
more than our ®er© self to do this,

¥© need to prepare ourselves for this inner love for everybody, God's love .will help 
to plant the seods of love in our Xiv®s. A way to accomplish this is to look for and 
expect the lovable in everybody, ' .

Our second step of preparation is to bless everybody. This is the first outward* 
expression of inner love. • "To bless" is to speak wall of everybody, ^Perhaps it has 
nmmr occurred to you that when you speak well of someone you ©r® blessing him, W© 
are not t© be content merely to refrain from speaking ill of another. ¥© must speak 
well of him. We shall speak well of seme lovable Quality, in this person. These good 
words will be a double bX©ssi»g««for this individual and for us. This expression 
increases our lov® and shares it with others.

Our third step of preparation is to do good to everybody. This is putting our 
thoughts end words into action. One way to do this is to lend a helping hand to others.

Our fourth step of preparation is to pray for everybody. This benefits both others 
and ourselves. To pray is to reach out for good for others as well as for ourselves.
We reach to God as the source of all good, ¥© eosk all that is good frssa God f©©.i' 
everybody. We thus start or join in a growing effort to bring good to everybody. We 
ask for the best for and from everybody. To help establish the kingdom of heaven in 
our lives and in the world, let us resolve to love, to bless, to do good and to pray. 
And let's do this for everybody!

THE VOICE OF UNITY is a radio presentation of5
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How can w© attain a rejoicing spirit? We may say that the secret of joyous living is to 
be found in our way of thinking. But how can we incorporate this secret into our every 
day living? How can w© order our thoughts so that we may triumph over all external 
conditions end make life a really joyous experience?

Th© first step will bo to recognise that all true happiness cones from within, Whether 
you are aware of it or not, there is deep down within yon a spirit of rejoicing. And
this joy is waiting to be called forth into manifestation.

If negative thoughts persist in crowding into your consciousness, meet and overcome thorn 
with a strong, earnest statements something like thdst

"I refuse to be disturbed or dismayed by any external circumstances or con 
ditions. I have as my Gid*»given birthright the potentiality and th© 
capacity for happiness? and I am determined that thispotentiality shall 
become an-actuality in my lif© and affairs,"

As a second stop in making our life a joyous experience, let us taka a moment to recall 
th© significant statement made by Jesus to his disciples.* "These things have I given unto 
you, that my joy may be in you, and that your joy may be mad© full."

You may wonder what “these things’5 were that he had just spoken to his disciples.

It is both interesting and instructive to notice how this particular portion of the 
Gospel story begins, Jesus had been saying to his disciples*] "Let not your heart be 
troubled." H© recognised' th© very thing w© have tried to emphas3.se— that nothing external 
has the jjprer to disturb us if only we hold -steady within. If we -can keep the heart un 
troubled, if we can maintain th© spirit of joy within, then no matter what th© external 
conditions may be, w© shall go forward with confidence and serenity, and lif® will prove 
to be a joyous experience.

THE VOICE OF UNITY
BY

FRANK GIUDIGI Friday, February 9, 1973

Notice how th© Scripture passage to which we referred continues, Jesus said* "These 
things have I spoken unto you.. , that your joy may be mad© full. This is my commandment 
that ye love on© another, even as I hve loved you.

In these words w© discover th© inmost secret of joyous living! It is love, planted deep 
within the human heart, that has as\ its fruitage the true joy of living. Actually it 
does not matter very much what other persons are thinking about us. What does matter is 
what we are thinking about them! If ours ar© loving thoughts, words, and deeds, then 
all will be well.

Once your iiind •• and heart are right, all will be right in your world. Fill your heart 
with loving thoughts and your life will be filled with loving experiences. Learn to look 
at things and people as you feel God looks at them, lb this and yours will be a true 
and lasting happiness, for you will have discovered that- much-desired and sought-after 
secret of joyous living.

THE VOICE OF UNITY is a radio presentation of*

UNITY CENTER OF PITTSBURGH 
818 Liberty Avenue
Pittsburga, Pa, 15222 . Mad© possible through th©
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hAny persons like t© receive, bat shy awr.y from the idea of giving. They do not- 
roalvs© ‘c..w, m  or-o'o.1,- 'to i>'-c,ect"re, ’they must first gAvy and give genoronsiyp ijn-oly, 
lorirgjy, ev-o without strings c.tiheboc. Any gift, that in given grudgingly is not in 
reality a gift. If is more iilmly an obligation or a duty ©f consciousness, clothed in 
ms form of a. gift, Suoli girting is not in reality giving, It dess not sst into e-pbra* 
tion tfie leu of prosperity, tfe© first half of which is giving,

then ire pivc* whole' icartee'Xy and fvo» the Tony joy of giving, we put a, sense of rich- 
?.'ess tieo-i e-v.r- gift that brings riot returns t.> no, Our giving should be r-eghlcr end 
orderly, not ppu:vv3aief fens ilia first " c:um meant of ih© proper ijc-stlaig of sny ioxr In 
osier, eno spiauioetu giving done i-jf bring rogplnr and orderly mining, If w® want 
to iceeivo a: -.uvrIdeally, 'thru v® v-vy giro rrauumicejjgv Pat even ther we fro® no 
as£u±nnca tfmt it<.0 im, ''nilnp f-i.il hr acce-myr̂ hed ®t the t:"E!® we- uer.t vent to iveeivG.

lc- glue vecvfAALy dc-®a not wan i® give inAiscviaf nat-vly, be rord to erro-rrire- 
jailpieuf :!u cuu givA®^ 'Arts jA-ymitt may rj berofivof end giddrd by ear-vlvl tJvmgkt 
and Kwit, ’inn eencc-v; eng hath fl-c,- gift:, and its nyerl, cr tie v;orif. that it 1ms to d:«,

ill® lev of v>issperity fvtArd©© loth giving and jooeiAleg, It 1:1,cores tit: to Xeex-n 
veil hew to give gcrr-i; curly end to receive gp Ale-utlgg And along with this vex must 
cultivate r ppreeietiev fci’ the yririlcgQ of Pott giving end rccGlvivg, Along irlth . 
r-pprccArfi.Ai, rr r<c-o t.. erltlvute po-ii-ê p̂.'-ir-® to ;;vcvo with vf w-A.lty, vl'clrut 
hvuiiistiou ter- one hr vfliy or viihoui causing a sens® of di.sspyo.-errtrsiit'iri the giver.
To b® & good receiver sacks to help the other, par-son. feel the* real joy of giving.

It is said t® be y..̂rr blessed 'La give than to roeeivw Toil we must lot the other 
person givey too,, hi cannot br cr. the giving or»d of the lew of prosperity c,XX i-bo 
timer hi rust b© willing to let the other parson feel the real jay of giving, lot hi» 
lev© t!i© joy of feeling that he has mud© na happy,

lates ir-r-vAibei- that- p-rô perity is a Uilrncv-ci jaw, the two parts of which are giving 
find receiving, b% ivjrt give gftiisr-oitsly5 freely, and joyfully, 11- raast giro rdtnont 
strings attached, without thought of what w© at© going to get in rotum, W@ can give 
sc-y-moey lo-\iof faith, confidence* nysm^ne®, as well «s wotyrdal gifts. To p-assess 
V7©alth means to use it, not heard it. And lot's renevy-sr aleos Our supply oornss to 
u.s in th® sam© jacasur® as that wliich w& give, W@ must giv® regularly,, not spasrsiodieally, 
for spaaiodio giving brings spasmodic 2see©5bsdrig,

In regasrl to recoivivig, fee rer.st learn to rs-eeivo friov»ds, ideas, pr.®ple, gifts, W@ 
rmst le-aiTi to receive gifts in th© ypirit ir* which they ar© offered, Ms must learn to 
pexadt C'thGi5a the sarse joy in giving "that ws ourselves apps*sciate««th®r®for®, being a 
good receive)®. The law of prosperity is equally balanced-**!! inoludee both giving and 
roceivingt

THE VOICE OF UNITY
BY

FRANK G-IUDXCI Monday, February 12,, 19?3
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IŜ evy di'-eara ws osrry Ik ot* hearts is er.pabX© of fulfillment if t-re add work, prayer, 
and ;V f-d' in Get t© ©nr- pur-pas'©, Dei; pi-ayca- has to taro ©pc ©HI tagroaienwrs, too, 
JHrtaxc; "c? rriy abb t/ty do* wy r-ayoioo go rracavy-rercd V" ItwctaxLy tacaviss ww ©we net 
-J-W vww? Gc©, he emnot Hr.© 111 on .0 radio proerc© xHthew>h turning kbo vtato
reo&i'ver to ike right wav© length, Us cannot tun© in on G©d*s pcwwn until x?s k ’K  i 
rhytixv? -Moot naiehex E:lo, God is Spirit, of nlrieh wo nr© part. God is Truth, unselfish- 
nec-rp tradc-rtartvxtag, end low©, c, 5of which w© or® also- port.

A certain x?m.?Ai had in her hoc*© for many yoorn a relative who required a great deal 
of Cara, It wan a trial timt voighed heavier on boy and subtracted ranch from
her- H wwtaa and 307, Alwnyo rta ebnfod wader this care and' tried to evolve stay? nehcoe 
to eta •■’'■■in geewen oared for xa some other tcy, Turov-~b tho yea wo she br.d ii?r<y 
Gerta -' ay.-a Goer op tat try no ŝ e right, they did not gesrs to ce-r.e to parr, Then, 
thro'X-gii. preyew eita Trvth vending and tatay, e];10 fouad the light. This vouch said,
"tteitil I lari e\::.y icextasient, twill I exempted this lead and began to carry it with 
cowpvtaoig rtahtag n ekeuta Ken? thing© ewe boge.ntawg to corn© her tsay, Sfa© surely is 
in. tv?j© tail God,

Pis c-.vrryc, harVar recent?;®!, dislike, end diŝ ont-cub, and expect to get through to 
God vtah ou- roe perry Portage this in Hoi is sao.yvi when th© Bible says, “Tta pure 
in hero to 0 petal© coo God,M ¥© haw to try to clear away the clutter of mv-rotaliy 
tbiullof; end to time c-vv hearts to Gc«b? own ware- length. Them we can ecu© to' Him 
vrith cau‘ ebreawra caul e-rpeot tho apei&tane© and XceGertaip xto need,

The word expmt ie m  tapcvtcmt part of pr&yer. Again. v© ask, "Hhy are ray prayers 
mmnmoerta ta kertapn hse;-vsx \~n are not outa-tan Etta 'taay an©. gtanf, to bbt be hop© 
that Gad will help us, tat ttare is that littlo reeorrotioa Wo &r© harapsred by
doubt. Hi.tavc to Go?:p-&ct? w© hcv-s. to bolicT̂ , Wo have to taox? that K© is answering 
its« W© bau® to pro.3? ia faith and qnsll ©voyy denbtfel thought. Wo hsv® to coŝ Uits 
vsith Get frcquo©vdap nc-t by gettt̂ wy Gown era err knees, text by offinHuta'Citeta e,God 
is goods God is he arcing met God it; lording nos God is snscrering rpp prayer," It has to 
boeeras part.-of em* lives,, tMe partn@rsM.p with. God, •

With purpose, xjork, faith, and prayer %m eannot fail. Our dreams can eon© tsnx©l
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Most of us ore doing today Chat vro aussaiod yesterday we should bo doing. The aTfi:o> 
age pCiT-con devotes oorae ties each day in dressing of vrb.at he fill be cbtog tcr̂ rrow,
Tis© spent in this 'Kay is important, tcoaus© it eon be either- very helpial or very 
ktariful* ^

Moat we are dreaiaing in this vray t?o or© making & MeatsX blueprint of our futnr®'activ 
ities;, Wo d>.ou£d thorolbro try to wok© e-ore that this blue-paint eentaine i M  is imaily 
good for as and will liiaka ns happy. Its can ns® oar toagtoatton to wake constructive 
p'Jsio'i for- ore-'- tuto.rs iunotoopu end pa.-.ce of r<ind, arsl tin. ■tla so sprat will bo rdl! 
xuitotoilet B;rfc if toe ucv- ear festonotlca to or-r-jure. up d/f faculties and failures. tre 
ahdtl qb bit-craiinfiug c-n Trgslo.:n-ss.at Tutor-© for ouayCtvoc,

For erasaplOf support yea Lav© nfeitoned a job and are to begin work in & few days, lit 
la rot G';;,..o‘CLy the kind to - rah you vuvid Hire to cy tat it iu tfco onto artor. tLrt you 
ee'ald find at the time, to-u tree the’to. ec a ptonetog to entor of troy ora toy mtoll yea 
o"' iii 6 rirHliog fa 1 gaits yea I totoa Is yen. think about year nos7 job, you begin 
to fael r-ctoitord. toa.uto; dto Into to' a wre-ng stoat, koeruao yovrj 'ceil.? trying, when you 
begin \tototog about it. Art vli-ai your thoughts roe ito_ctotot the work will be hard.

If toot ay yen think of yo'iirjsc-lf oc bring rrto.ppy and dlstotosfiei with yc\n? new job 
fouerreto yctx ays rtotong a btospstot for- failure sad unbapytoees. Fm’theraiore, you are 
troubling yourself with an unnecessay-’.y biitoto today,

Bg also mci look fo-rrar-d to finding happiness me! fraeeese in yens* job. Then yon will 
be happy today me! totme-©" also, F-vacce totoy :to the only do.y that ym\ ttSXX ever 
knc\?t yon rust bo happy t c-toy, for tom iogiorrow corc-s, it will bo just r.uotli&r trkHyo

Hew can we- ba happy today? Ste.ply by sasatully patting all our affairs- in Golds j 
hancLSp {moving that K« rtiXX help us to ‘work things out satisfactorily arc! to divine 
ordoS'o ito CK.n have ir.pgto. and ssreoess to the extoeto that, nos are shlo to accept 
thermo If® cannot sce-ept lir..p:ti:e;?i; toes t;o are cc-booting ra&appinees. If t?@ plan to 
have a good attitude toward ©ur nee* job, autiedpsting the joy of raoeting new and 
interesting psrsons, arid ■ learning new ways, then w© cannot hslp. finding iatiC-h that is 
pleasant end trcHhrBile,

If we take joy, good will, arid an opsn mind with us, we are bound to succeed and ba 
maarfeos* of' our affairs, V!@ shall then succeed to ew:e new work. But w© shall, -do even 
morOf for with ho borrowed burdens c-f worry about the future to mar our present state of 
mind, we shell fee psacefaX arid happy today. Wo shall look fosrard with pleasure to 
oi'ui iigzt work rra an opportunity to ieruai, grew, and radiate good will, and so fill cur 
life with, sutriefaoti&ii and spiritual power.

THIS FO.iCE- OF UNITY is & xudio presentation of*
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Everyone wants to be healed completely in Bind, body and affairs. 
Yet In spite of our desire we often fail to claim and accept our total 
healing. Instead we settle for second best; we settle for something 
less than a complete healing.

The general pattern we follow is to live from one negative exper 
ience to another* each time using God to be healed. For instance, take 
the personwho finds himself in a financial bind every two or three 
months. He may Immediately call upon God to help him, and if he under 
stands Truth principles he will probably promptly demonstrate a 
financial healing. But he is never completely healed because he has 
never really dealt with the thought patterns that cause his periodic 
financial crises. A complete healing in this case would manifest 
itself as a constant flow of prosperity* Uninterrupted by times of 
being Ha little short*5 or even ,s broke.*

The reasons why we sometimes fail to accept a total healing are 
many. In the case of a physical ailment, we may not want to be com 
pletely healed because then we would be giving up our excuse for not 
having to do certain things. Or we may be using our ailment as an 
attention-getter, and being completely healed would mean having to do 
without the sympathy and attention we are getting from others.

In the book wThe-Man Nobody Knows »w the author, Bruca Barton, 
gives an interesting and very amusing twist to the interpretation of 
the story of Jesus and the man at the pool'of. Bethesda. Usually, we 
take this story very seriously and see in it the wonderful healing that 
Jesus performed for a man who had been seeking a healing for thirty- 
Bight years. But Mr. Barton says that it Is very probable that this 
was also a very.humorous incident. Can you picture this man who had 
waited alongside the pool for so many years, waiting to b© the first 
one to Jump in whenever the M angel from heaven** came and stirred the 
waters? (The story says that whoever entered the water first after 
the stirring would be healed). But every time the waters were stirred • 
someone always beat him to Itt But picture this man.. He was the 
principal character around that pool. Think of all the stories he 
could relate about those who had been healed throughout the years• . H e ' 
undoubtedly/ had everone*s attention. So when Jesus healed him,.was 
it what he really wanted? Or was he enjoying his infirmity because it 
was making him the center of attraction and fulfilling his need for 
attention? When Jesus asked him, then, HWlXt thou be made whole?** 
there might have been a chuckle taking place within'Jesus because, he 
knew the man didn't really want to be healed and give up his position.

. But,friends, no matter what th@ reason may be for our not accepting 
a total healing, we must realise' that we can never possibly be living 
life to the fullest when we are living from one negative experience to 
another, and consequently from healing to healing.

in order to be completely healed we must remove from our conscious 
ness the thoughts and feelingwfclmt are the cause of our limited mani 
festations. To help us discover and eliminate these mental causes, we 
can:ask ourselves the following questions? Am I actually settling for 
less than a complete healing? If so, why? Who or what does It involve? 
Another good question is? Do 1 really want to be healed, or am I enjoying 
this condition for one reason or another?

R era ember, God will heal us on whatever level we are prepared to 
accept His healing. If we are partially prepared, then we are partially 
healed. Let®& be completely prepared and thereby be completely healed.

FRANK GIUDICI Thursday,, Feb. 15,1973

TEE VOICE OP UNITY is a radio presentation of;
UNITY CENTER OF PITTSBURGH . Made possible through the
8l8 Liberty Ave, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222 gifts of you, the listener
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FRANK GIBDICI Friday, February 16, 1973

f\ro you esrwful of the words: y©r us©? Tbs pores3 of the spoken xror-d hag bren s*eeeg» 
nucec; fee ocnrturO.esF Tho rxfcs-'.'c-'- of Gcrc.ois syubcCicnily portrayed it xdhen h® r©pr©«» 
seiii&X Go-d os epu-king end effecting creation with thera,

Jeans beetled through the power of hie rend tshen he ealdi "Stretch for* thy hand. ” 
tfCr©f wash in the gcal'l ’''Take up thy hsek fi

Xci’S' v-sangX'se and vst-cks pats \.!.ia too-trs yen use to eeaea your destiny. Wa&ei yon, gird 
y&\',r ncma with py.;*p? of urdsv-stAnding faith, you sjyr.k yoiro good frara. the reals of 
dot ire ins be* actnsX resnif; i e;•? c

l'f'&s‘-e eeee rcG'icTMX;-redo, Ikwry word yor. speak contributes to ika furtherance ©f your 
iife0 Xcr&r words ear; energise your body rith vibrant life, Th©y can imbue your 
affairs vrith the Chrie.t Spirit of hareetiara and success0 They can bless your family, 
yenr Mionds, and your world \rf.h. happE© os, peso© and plenty,

VliG rcr-3e of Jeers, sc they rev recorded for we bp the scriptural writers, ara the 
isoef fieri rmls cva::s spoken, They are cMivo with Troth, and are filled tilth traicon̂  
dc-isa oielii r m i  You, too, Lr-v: this era.:tiro u-.s avv But in er-der to rob© it 
effective; yon must think end speak in the axmroaoss that God, hears you, Th@n you mast 
listen while He speaks to yon.

Pray aliiays that you May ©iraress ysmr thoughts so that your words may make others 
feel at c-ru'-.c: , Prey that you my cmi-css ycur loro so that yeses rorde will tying 
Poppy see iek tbo hie ©e e.-I fleers, Proy for strength to heap still then you ar® 
tempted to ep&ak words of anger qt criticism or hatred.

livery word you speak involves the use e-f Spirit energyYour words hare creative 
and directive pom, and they steps the c-onditioac in your lifb and affairs according 
to the direction that you give them when you speak.

Mien you speak carelessly or thoughtlessly, you are likely to say things that you do ■ 
not mean, negative- things or things of ill will about yourself or others, ■But if you 
learn to be- careful to invoice the guichne© of the Spirit of Truth before you spoak, then 
your wsrds teLXX be words of truth and lor© and teseten They trill bring comfort to 
those who or® cast &mm. They will establish haziuony hi place of discord. They will 
lift up th© hearts of those vh& are© lonely and discouraged.

‘'As h© thinkeih within. him, so is he" is &n unfailing ixidox to your self-control, 
because whatever yon think, you express in your spoken word, and it outpicturcs in your 
llf@0 If you want to bs healthy, happy, and prosperous, yew must 'think and speak of 
yourseld- in tills light. The quickest- arid surest tisy to iwprove conditions in your life 
and affairs is to train yourself to think and speak positively and constructively.

THE VOICE OF UNITY is a radio presentation of% ,

UNITY CENTER OF PITTSBURGH
bib iaaseae-yr Avenue Made possible through the
Pittsburgh, Pa, 15222 ■ gifts‘of YOU, iha listener.
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Is it easy for you to forgive? For most of us forgiveness does not 
oorae easy. One of the hardest lessons that most persons have to learn
is to forgive * .................
person who has

immediately instead of nursing a grudge against the 
5 seemed unjust or unfair. Sometimes we find it even

more difficult to forgive and to eliminate resentment if someone we
love has been hurt or unfairly treated 
a lack of forgiveness in any situation
OVQr comes■ © w
the nega• WxAy’6

The 0 Cl

als.0 for■ t'f O"1V•0
hatred, bu.t 1

forgive 11y- i
i neone idGrati

must 1,

Even so, we must realize that
-,- ___  is an error that must be

rn to substitute positive thoughts of love for

learn it
spir l cue. .1. x y 

We know from 
our bodiesc The 102 
deeper we implant it

ept of loving only friends is no longer valid. We must 
love our enemies® Unkindness must not be met with 

with understanding and love. We nay find it difficult to 
enemies or those who have committed some unfriendly or 

tot against us. But hard as the lesson is, we have to 
we are to be forgiven for our own mistakes and to grow

Love and forgiveness are limitless „ so must oursAs God* ..
personal experience how nursing a grudge can affect 

we keep thinking about a wrong done to us, the
into the subconsciousne

ba>

eliminate. If someone speaks or acts ag&ins
>83 and the harder it is to 

us 0.we have to cast out
immediately and think of the' good that we know is in him!resentment _ .̂...... _ ... ......

Often, when we say we forgive a person and honestly believe that we 
have* hurt feelings remain in our subconsciousness just as embers 
continue to glow and give out warmth long after a fire is banked,
Months plater, a negative thought about the other person may come suddenly 
to^mind, or condemnatory word may pass our lips. We wonder why we 
think or say these things when we know they are wrong. The answer is 
simples we have not forgiven with our whole heart,

maintain emotional serenityA <iffdoult :oIt .1
we feel, the more difficult it is to remain calm. ' We 
thinking by an act of the will. We.make up our minds 
speak negatively and we stick to our resolve. But we

The more intensely 
can control our 
not to think or 
cannot always

control our feelings merely by willing to do soi we must affirm God*s
hoIp also.

As we forgive others, so we must also learn to forgive ourselves, 
if we bring out into the open the mistake we have made or the wrong we 
have committed and ask God6s forgiveness, we shall be forgiven. If 
possible, we should try to right the wrong, however unimportant it may 
ci-G'jBe U u we do may take the 1 ona of an apology for an unkind remark 
Oj, 101 tiiy omission ox a kind act. Although these little mistakes may 
seem hardly worth the effort, we must try to correct them. For lurking 
o.eep in tne subconsciousness, they may cause mental or physical tensions,

made a mistake, - ' *If we 
but rather let

\T 0 
§ let*s waste no time in self-condemnation.
s confess the error and ask God® s forgiveness. Bet* 

tve and forget the shortcomings of ourselves and others. Let
s

tefcOx bai,e oil the worexs of the Lord as revealed, to Jeremiahs 11 For I will 
forgive oheia uhelr inxqulty» and. their sin I will remember no more,**

THE VOICE OF UNITY is a radio presentation of:
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THE VOICE OP UNITY

E w e  you ever found yourself In a difficult situation and felt 
Icier to.-:tod? Of course you have, We all haven We have 

nl.i, i.<.nyC'i o w n e r i j i u r u  to onivi n a. certai 51 cyperionoe wo war® 
undergoing by_ saying that; am were being testedc And this isn* t all 
bsidj bac.ause; testing is a good thing if it isn81 carried too far®

Howwhenever v-a feel we are being tested 9 the question ©rises; 
who-s doing the testing? A ccnaon answer 3 s to say that God is 
resting up 5 that. Ho is trying to find out how faithful we are to 
Himt. or that He wants to see how inch we have grown spiritually, 

this is to see God in a limited wags, God cannot act as humans 
do by gnning one; minute and taking the next* or by arbitrarily 
thrusting s,n expcricr.co teen us for testing purposes,because He 
Bj.ujgiy feels like ciolng it. God Is constant e omnipresent * absolute 
econo ̂ i..e oan never gone contrary to His nature by being; or expressing 
any riling less than the highest and best 0 He .is absolute perfection0~ 
Just as a• fountain can only give forth watery so can God onlv /Hyp 
forth good, ' u

Scg-rtliioS a 
power other than 
him to see If he 
of evil, call 
necessary and 
is that there 
What we see as

v: or son will feel that he is being tested by some 
'~c -'.e rrxl' fool that .a so-called Satan is testing

oau \txti Hi a over. This belief in a separate power 
it Satan or the Devil, has been the cause of much un» 
tragic unii.ouj.t-y in the lives of many people. The truth 
is only ones presence and power c.. God the' good» omnipotent', 
evil is singly the misuse of that power I Just as*

electricity can be used for the good purpose of lighting a room,or 
the bad purpose of electrocuting someone fi so nan can also use the newer 
rnat Tie_ call God for good or evil. In view of this, we must therefore 
aiscount any other power as being responsible for our testB for apart 
xrom God no such power exists. In other words, there is no Devilt.
„ But ^cither God nor none power apart from God Is responsible 
for our test, then who is doing the testing? Hells if we toko tine to 
closely examine what Is happening within us, we will probably find 
blirf,i. we are testing ourselvese We ©re checking ourself m s  out to p^e 
how much we have grown and to see If we are ready to move on to aomo- 
tningnoro challenging and fulfilling. In other words, in some 
linco/iboruns wanner w© have brought the* experience upon our.se] ves for
th?,SOO:LFUr°Pse °i tostinS our spiritual" growth and increasing'our 
seel“eonxidenoe, lust as we might check the water temperature with 
our too before plunging in? so we might also dabble, but constructively. 
In a certain experience before moving on to some greater goal®

As an example * the temptations that Jesus■experienced 3n the 
wnacvTicsc were not the work of © devil, but the*work of his own mind®.
.» osus^was just beginning his ministry and he was checking himself out to

V'. !Ki reil ho "KEa fully prepared for the tremendous task ahead. The 
coaptations* r-hcii, wore not an enticement to evil, but tor th*° f?oni 
purpose of stabilising oneself. ' b

3mow, if we have brought the test upon ourselves, then in ©1]
???bab;l.n t f.. i*. aeans .that w® are prepared for it* that we' are ready to 
^v-^- °’7Lr -o.mpoaecj. exavunation® By holding to our faith in the 
absolute goodness of God, and by seeing our experience through to its 
conclusion* we, like Jesus, cannot fail.
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What do you want to do with your life? You can do anything, be anything, if you sake 
the right use of the faculties within you. It is up to you. There is no limit to what 
you can achieve, And you can make your beginning right now, today— for you have within 
you right now all the power and wisdom and talent you will ever need.

What do you want to do or bo? To answer this question is to take the first step 
toward achievement. Answer the question for yourself, and answer it with care, for on 
its answer hinges all your future life, •

Give time and thought to your answer. Regardless of your satisfaction or disatisfac 
tion with your present lot, make sure th&t you know what you want. If you think you want 
change, be very sure that you really want change and not just a different atmosphere, 
different attitudes, in your present situation. Perhaps the dissatisfaction you feel 
steas from conditions that can be changed— and perhaps you are the on© who can do the 
changing. Even though you believe that others are responsible, there may b® much th&t 
you can do to bring about a change. Finding out what you really want will help you to 
see opportunities for improvement.

Be open-minded, both to the advantages' of your present lot and to the opportunities 
elsewhere. Above all, do not hold onto any circumstance unless you are sure that it is 
the right circumstance for you. Do not fear change. Do not try to avoidchange. If God 
wants change for you, He will tell you? He will make His iri.ll known in you. You cannot 
help knowing if you ask Him in faith. •

No man or woman is bound-to any undesirable situation. No child of God. is called upon 
to be resigned to any limiting circumstance. You are not bounds you are not limited.
You are free. You are able to change your circumstances, No demands of others, no need 
for your services, can chain you,. You can serve without being limited. You- can express 
love and helpfulness to others and enjoy your individual spiritual growth simultaneously. 
God does not require you to sacrifice your happiness, your opportunities, your develop 
ment, for another. He wants you to serve, but He expects you to grow and progress 
individually as well, .

If you can achieve what you want to achieve where you are, well and good. HaR© an
•extra effort to do so? do not let your present opportunities escape you. But if you 
feel that God is telling you to change, to move on, don’t hesitate. The great explorers, 
scientists, philosophers, and thinkers of all time have refused to walk familiar paths
unless those paths seemed right and true.

But I'm not an explorer, a scientist, a philosopher, you may say. Yes, but you arel 
You are the explorer of your own self? you have the boundaries of limitation in your own 
life to push back. Your mind is a laboratory wherein you and you only can do the work 
of the • scientist, A philosopher? Yes, you are! You are the only philosopher who will 
ever think your own thoughts; it is up to you to think through and establish a way 
of life for yourself.

You may need to get out of the groove you ere now in, or you may need to learn how to
live where yon are. Whichever if is, you are on the way to happiness and successful 
living one® you know. And if you know, how do you achieve wh&t you want? You trust be 
ready, God is always ready, kis power is always available to you, but you cannot use 
His power until you are ready. And getting ready is something that you can do,
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What- we believe is important, and what w© do not believe Is also important. It is 
possible that th© s m  who said to Jesus, "Lord, I believe? help thou rain© unbelief,"
meant, "Lord, I believe in God’s power to heal, help me not to believe in sickness and 
death."

Unity teaches affirmation and denial, which is another way of determining what we 
believe and what we do not bslieve. •

Individually, wo need both to affirm end deny in our thoughts and prayers. There are 
times when w© need to take a definite stand in our own minds and say in th© face of sow© 
conditions or experience, "I do not believe In you."

Even a person who is faithful in prayer and filled with a strong sense of God’s
presence and power is not completely free from negative beliefs or from negative sugges 
tions made by others. One does not have to contradict others or be argumentative, but 
he does need to deny, in hit? own mind, the truth and the reality of negative beliefs 
and suggestions.

If there is something we long to do, if we feel urged to develop latent talents and 
powers and either say to ourselves or have- someone els© say it to ns, "It is too late 
to 'begin again," let’s declare? "I -do not believe it I Now is th© time. It is never 
too late to express God or to call -forth th© powers and abilities with which X was cr©«* 
ated."

THE VOICE OF UNITY
BY

FRANK GIUDICI Thursday, February 22, 1973

If m? think of ourselves as getting old, if we look at others and think of them as any 
thing tout young and vital and
believe X am one with
renewed, my youth is renewed,

strong, lexis deny this thought. Let’s says "I do not 
eternal, inexhaustible- lif© of Spirit. My strength is
My life is ageless, unending."

If we long to change but feel that we cannot, that we have too long thought and felt 
and acted in a certain way, let’s rid our minds of such a limiting belief. Let's say? 
"I do not believe lit I have a free and flexible mind and spirit. I am not bound by 
old-thoughts and old ways, I am a new creature in Christ."

If we have moments of depression and feel that we are unimportant or unworthy, let’s 
Just reject this feeling, let’s says’ "I do not believe itL I am God’s beloved child 
in whom1He is well pleased. I am important to God and to His plan of creation.

If we think of ourselves or another as inheriting negative conditions of mind or body, 
let’s gay to ourselves? "I do not believe itt God is the one source of all and my
inheritance is from Him, I inherit only life and strength and health. I inherit only 
a perfect mind and body from God, my Father,"

In every experience in life we -have, to take our stand? we have to have e©ES§rge to say 
to negation, "I do not believe in you. ” We have to have faith to affirm that we believe 
in God, in His power, His goodness. Let’s remember that we are God’s children, created 
in His image and likeness, lot’s remember that with God all things are possible and 
that His power working through us strengthens and heals our bodies, enriches and blesses 
our affairs, and harmonizes and transforms our lives.
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Everything that we held in the form of material concepts is subject to question, to 
revision, subject to the possibility that what w© believe to be true may not be true 
at all. All the long history of man affords voluminous proof— it would require many ■>- 
thick volumes to record the various facts— th&t manes judgment is unreliable, and that 
he is easily deceived.

When we attempt to evaluate the apparent obstacles in our path, the yardstick most
facts of the case. How often we us© that expressionicommonly used is that of 

"the facts of the easel " We examine these imposing facts and do not dare to dream that 
they might not be facts at all. All accepted facts oeeva obvious to the on© who houses
them and shelters thorn in his private world, 
all?

So hew can such facts not be true after

There is actually no "fact" that is as powerful as a dream. Dreams are the changers
of “facts," Columbus dreamed that the earth was round, while all others accepted un 
questionably the theory that it was flat,. Motivated by his dream, Columbus changed 
that "fact". It was a "fact" that man could not fly in the air like a bird,. But a 
dreamer ©laughed at like the rest, created the airplane. Men who knew for & fact that 
one cannot make a hundred million dollars on a fifty-dollar investment laughed at 
F. W. Woolworth, who had a dream that was stronger than facts,

that is a dream really? In its truest sense it is a fora of prayer. There are, of 
course, two kinds of dreams. One is the dream that says, "Wouldn't it be wonderful if”1 
but of course, it0s impossible!" Th© other is the dream that says, "Wouldn*t it fcs 
wonderful— and why not! There is a way. It can be done, and I"ll do it I" The first 
dream is a prayer made without faithi the second is a. prayer made with faith.

A dream, like a "fact" is a mental conception. But unlike a fact it is usually 
something we hgve created ourselves. It is, therefor©, alive, vital, energising, 
powerful! it is/living thing born out of our own spirit, mind and body, It is the sum 
total of all motive power, all human energy, all accomplishment, for no man can do any 
thing without first dreaming about it in however small a way.

The only true "idle" dreamer is one who has no real faith that bis dream can be made
real, that it is actually a reality from the beginning and awaits only his final 
acceptance of it as a reality. To dream positively amd effectively is to knot? and 
accept the truth that "with God all things are possible" and that there is absolutely 
no exception to this rule.

To permit oneself to be engrossed in the world of "hard facts", which is primarily 
a world of appearances, is to violate the Master's wise injunction to "judge not accor 
ding to appearances* ” If one were to judge by appearances, no achievement would bo 
possible, however small or great, for all outward appearances are deceptive to the 
human eye.

No matter whet it may be that you desire, you can Eiake your dream a reality by not 
being afraid to dream, and by believing in your dream and recognizing it as a prayer 
made in faith. "All things whatsoever ye shall ask in prayer,, believing, ye shall 
receive«”

Bare to dream! Dream your greatest and highest dreams. Their attainment is possible 
to you!
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Do you realize that you have great power to do good in the world ~  much more power, 
in fact, than you think you have?

There is something you can do, no matter how humble your position in life may seem 
to be. You can master your own thoughts, if you will. Your thoughts and words are 
creative. God can work with you through your good thoughts and your good words. Use 
th©s© constructively and you can do much good in righting world conditions.

Never aomit that you cannot do a "blessed thing," for you do hav© power to bless 
everything you do. You can always use your power to bless. Your humble blessing will 
change things, not only in your own life, but in conditions ©bout you as well.

Jhere is marvelous power in our ability to bless. ' Wien an unpleasant situation 
arises, you can acid your silent blessing to th& confused mixture of opinions and bring 
namony into the situation, just as the woman in the parable placed a little leaven in
the m@al and leavened the whole lump. Your blessing can be like a little heavenly 
leaven that will ligaten and lift the whole matter up into a heavenly state of order
and peace.

The power of blessing is glorious and simplei so simple, in fact, that we often 
overlook î*c as a step toward the fulfillment of our hopes and desires. If there is 
some good yon wish to see manifest in anyone or anything,- let your hoart be filled with 
a sincere blessing concerning the person or situation, and God's love will unfailingly 
bring the good into manifestation, .. . ...

No matter if the appearance spells sickness or failure, inharmony or lack, loneli 
ness or discouragement, we can refuse to accept it. Instead, we can rise to a greater 
awareness of our inheritance of good with, .the thought and the words "God bless youl" 
Before the strength and simplicity of this declaration, pain, discord, insufficiency,
unhappiness and any other difficulty can be made to. fade quickly and completely. Try 
it, friends!- "Prove me now herewith, saith Jehovah of hosts, if I will not open to 
you the x-jindows of heaven, and pour you out a blessing, that there shall not b© room 
enough to receive it**1

You can prove in ovt own life that there is great power in blessing. Just begin 
today to bless every condition, great or small, that comes to your attention. Put the 
"leaven" of .love, hamony, and peace into your world by your continued blessings. In 
this way you Will be giving good for evil, which is the way Jesus recommended that w© 
overcome evil.

 ̂You cannot help but establish a power for good in your own life and your community 
when you have these good thoughts in mind and use your power of blessing to. call forth 
th© goodness of God, who is always with you, instead of letting your thoughts dwell 
upon tli© evil of th© appearances that seem to be rampant in the world about you.

Througĥ  the power of your blessing you can bring into manifestation th© good things 
that are in the kingdom, and they will take the place of the inharmonious conditions 
you now behold.
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As Truth students most of us would probably agree that while 
the way of life we have discovered through the Truth teaching is a 
wonderful, rewarding way, it is also a difficult one.

Why is this so? Well, we must remember that we have chosen to 
lead a way of life that is vastly different from that which most of 
the rest of the world is leading. For one thing, we have chosen to 
take a positive attitude toward life*»-to see the good in all things, 
no matter how difficult this may be to do*— while most of the rest of 
the world-continues to emphasize the negative aspects of life rather 
than the positive ones. Much of the world says that it is impossible 
to find good in certain happenings, but the Truth student maintains 
that a degree of good, even if it be only a small grain at times, can 
always be found.

And for another thing- , as Truth students we have chosen to be 
imier-directed, while most of the world is still choosing to be outer- 
directed® That is, we believe that our thoughts are causative; that 
they manifest themselves through divine law as the physical world of 
effects® This is in direct opposition to the bulk of humanity that 
clings to the belief that It is just the other way arounds that the 
environment and circumstances we find ourselves in determine the types 
of thoughts we think. In other words, the world says we can* t be 
happy unless our circumstances are pleasant arid harmonious. It sees 
things just the opposite of the way they really are, and this makes it 
difficult for those who are saying that we can change our circumstances 
by changing our thoughts®

Jesus knew that the way of Truth would be difficult for those who 
choose to follow it, and that is why he said; rtBnter by the narrow 
gate; for the gate is wide and the way is easy,,that leads to destruc 
tion, and those who enter by it are many. For the gate is narrow and 
the way is hard, that leads to life, and those who find it are few.'8

As we have discovered, once we step on the path of Truth, we can 
never really go back to our old, unfulfilling way of living. We begin 
to sense that life is really a one-way ticket to good, and that God 
has not provided for a return trip to the old way", the way of the world® 
But because Truth is difficult to practice at times, every once in a 
while we try to buy a round trip ticket and go back. However, deep in 
our heart we know we would never be happy if we did®

So let5s keep moving ahead along our own individual path of unfold- 
rnent, trusting God,;appreciating what we have found and ourselves for 
finding it. The way of Truth is still the best way, and in our heart*? 
we know it. When trouble com.es, or when the way seems difficult, letrs 
remember the words of Jesus; "Let not your hearts be troubled; believe 
in God, believe also in me."
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Man Is a creature of habits,. .and habit, like-fire, is a good servant but a poor 
waster. If you have habits that limit and bind, habits that cause regret and self- 
condemnation, then know that you can be free, you can master your habits, you can 
overcome your weaknesses. You can,, .because no matter what level you may now be ex 
pressing on, you are the self-livingness of God. In Him you are whole.

THE VOICE OF UNITT
BY

FRANK GIUDICI Thursday, March 1, 1973

The thought is always parent to the act. There comes into our life, by way of habit, 
exactly what we allow to come into it. No one is born with habits. Habits are acquired 
tendencies toward repetition of an act or thought.. .and even with the act, the thought 
card© first. You may be inclined to say about certain limiting habits, "I have always 
been that way," but these tendencies began at some time by a reaction to life, which 
eventually became a h&bit pattern. But if your subconscious-;. • mind could learn one 
habit of reaction, it is possible to learn another. You can change. You don't have to 
"be that way,"

Do you really want to master your habits, or do you think you you should change 
because others think you should? • How often we say, "The spirit is willing but the flesh 
is weak." We use this as an excuse for procrastination. But "the spirit is willing"

It is God's will that you find freedom fromrefers to God's will, not yours 
anything that limits you. 
and you are intended to b 
not only humanj you are human and divine...and the divine is enclosed in the shell of 
the human. Like the bird in the nest, you must hatch out, .and you can I

You are a whole and complete expression of God in spirit, 
e that In expression. We- say, "But I am only human I" You are

Begin to entertain the possibility that you have within you the power to be more than
you now are, the power to overcome. Declares I can master this habit and 1 will. But 
do not stop there, f X will" still deals with something to be done, and procrastination 
can still setin, "I will do. it tomorrow," Instead realise 1 can.,.1 will.,.1 am. "I am 
what I want to be. I can overcome this habit becat5.se I am now whole. I am now free.
I am now the master." - •

Every person feels an indefinable, unquenchable craving -for - something more than he 
already possesses. This often leads to over-indulgence in some way.- It is a ceaseless 
spiritual hunger within us, the soul longing for God, We react to this hunger in many 
ways, but if it is met on the mental and physical level alone, it invariably leads to 
selfslimitation. God is both the hunger and the fulfillment. Thus, any technique used 
in overcoming must be based on a prayer-oriented quest for spiritual fulfillment.

The key to overcoming, to mastering your habits, is the decision to "go steady with 
God." Face every day with decision and strength, realising that you are a strong, 
decisive child of God with the freedom of choice, Choose to be free* Affirm that God 
is revealing to you what your inner needs are, and leading you to their fulfillment.
Don't fight the habits you want to overcome. Know that if you really - want to overcome 
them, it is God in you telling you that you can, -Accept this, give thanks for the 
assurance, and press on.
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A Biblical passage often misunderstood is found in the 13th chapter of Matthew, where 
one reads,, "for- whosoever hath, to him shall be given, and he shall have abundance? but 
whosoever hath not, from him shall be-taken away even that which he hath,” Have you ever 
wondered abort this statement and thought of it as unfair? True, if one were to interpret 
this literally, it would seem a pronouncement of extreme severity. The negative and mis 
taken concept of its meaning often leads many persons to justify their failures and lack 
of accomplishment, They negatively contends “What chance have I when the have-gots get
more, while we have-nots get ours taken away from us? 
justice is that?"

Now I ask you - what kind of

Such a question would be unanswerable if this were true or the interpretation correct. 
This sculptural passage has bran twisted to condemn the wealthy and to commend the poor. 
Th© ecnoc&ous mind of mortals, when functioning negatively, cleverly attempts to excuse 
its failures with the psychological trick of creating a mental scapegoat upon which to 
blasts Its mistakes. One needs to cultivate a realistic attitude end apply the necessary 
correctives to such erroneous thinking. It requires courage to admit one's defects and 
determination of character to overcome them. Such' correct and disciplined thinking 
insures one of taking tho narrow trail leading to success, a path that is nevor over 
crowded. However, its travelers are sure to be rewarded with balanced accomplishments ; 
and a well-adjusted life.

The misunderatandirig '&£ th© Biblical quotation begins with the- phrase, "VJhosoever hath. 
Obviously its true intent must be figurative and spiritual. Otherwise, . hew could the
rest of the quotation refer to a law formulated by a just and wise Creator? As one con 
siders its spiritual meaning, it becomes consistent with a wise ai 
divine law, "Whosoever hath" - hath what? To him who has an und
divine law, who comprehends its-.': ©paration and who uses if effect: 
it follows, "To him shall, be given, and he shall have abundance." 
followed by a' logical conclusion that is sensible.

nd just provision of 
erstanding faith ’in 
ively —  to such a one 
Here is a premise

m

As one follows this logic, the rest of the quotation becomes clear* "but whosoever 
hathnot, from him shall ba taken even that which he hath," If one is unaware of the laws 
of Spirit, or has only a limited knowledge of them, or if he makes little use of them, 
then they fail to operate for him. And failure may result in loss of "even that which 
he hath,” Like, the musician who.fails to practice consistently, his ability and skill 
fade from disuse.

One who has love for his work simply has no ceiling. He has the ideas and strength to 
achieve his purpose, and goes to the utmost ends to do so, and for the sheer joy of it. 
People of this type are not numerous, but they are successful. Here are a few ideas fol* 
lowed by people of proven worth*

by an act of mine, create something that wasn*t.yesterday," "I like
,ke knowing that I can do more than is expected of .me, and going ahead

"I love to create, 
to■trust men," "I
and doing it." ”1 like working at something where
ing that when I make a dollar, the wan with whom I deal makes two,” And finally, "I get

the sky is th© limit," "I like know-

a thrill out of doing a job itle better than It was ever done before.”
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Many religious followers•are taught that misfortune of any kind is God*s will and 
should be stoically accepted. Now the Truth that can set you free is th© realisation 
that God's will is the ceasless longing of the Creator to perfect Himself in His 
creation. It is the creative intention for unfoldment and wholeness that is built'-dn 
to life itself. The prayer for healing does not overcome God's reluctance. It simply 
mobilises the inner- forces 'to let the creative intention have its way.

Prayer works "Sot in consequence of a momentary approval, but through an everlasting 
law of His being." As with electricity, when you sake contact, the force simply "does 
its own. thing. " • But we can see the importance of thinking of God in terns of personal- 
izing the principle, Jesus said "if any man willeth to do His will, h© shall know of
the teachingiViu-. vv

In a sens©, man is the will of God in projection, Th© will is th© man, represented 
in the I AM identity. This is man's power to succeed or fail, to b© healthy or sick.
Man is always free, but he sometimes traps himself in his negative use of his I AM 
power. Thus Jesus* meaning becomes clears "If any man willeth to do His will" means 
if he makes the conscious identification with the Infinite through his I AM,

The Pharisees thought Jesus was blaspheming when he said. "I AM the way, th© Truth, 
and the life." Actually h© was only personalizing the principle, as we must all do.
When w© affirm, "I am joy, I am health, I am peace," we are personalizing th© principle, 
letting the creative intention have its way in us. Most of life's problems coins through 
"taking the name of th© Lord (I .AM) in vain ” We do this whenever we gay "I am sick,"
"I am a fool," etc. Remember*,whatever we attach to our I AM identity with feeling, 
that we become.

The creative intention in man causes a restless urge that is th© root of most over- 
indulgence, and also of youthful desires for change and progress. Paul said, "I have 
learned, in whatsoever state I am, therein to be content." Actually ‘the word content, 
from th© Greek root, means "to be enough...self-sufficient." Paul is saying. "I have 
learned that no matter what I am involved in, there I will be,dealing with the situation 
and knowing that there is a sufficiency within me by which it can be met,"

True, this urge may be perverted, even as the I AM power can be used in negative ways. 
But it is th© very Creative Intention for growth and expansion as a person.' Thus, it is 
good in origin, and it should lead to health and betterment and that which is completely 
good. .. • - •
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In this ag© of specialisation, we are very much a spoon-fed people 0 ®  food is grown 
for us, cnv clothes are sad© for us, our houses are built for us. For our information we 
rely upon newspapers and digests, as also we do for our opinions. It may be said that 
most people rely upon churches for their religion.

This tendency toward giving man the necessities and the luxuries of life in handy- 
packaged form is all too prevalent in religions, Religion is often presented so dogmat 
ically, positively, and autboritively that there is little opportunity or reason for the 
individual to study and arrive at conclusions for himself.

Si his mthbless wit and wisdom, Emerson said, "A sect or party is an elegant incognito 
devised to save a man from the vexation of thinking,"

Propositional theology is one of the great weaknesses of the church today. On©..cannot 
receive Truth for himself in this way. The presentation is all cut and dried, and you 
cannot cut and dry Truth in custom-mad© form, without its ceasing to live as Truth.

The effect of this has been to relieve the individual of all sense of personal responsi 
bility for his spiritual unfoldment. Religious propositions are given to him as infallible. 
There is nothing to add.t© than. His only obligation is to believe. An infallible stan 
dard leads toward a meehanieal faith. Thus men make one great act of faith and then have 
done with it forever.

THE VOICE OF UNITY
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Unfortunately there are no spoons designed for feeding us spiritually. This is another 
way of saying that we cannot attain to what each of us regards as heaven by' proxy. Every 
on© of us is equipped withv the -power' of living right and achieving greatly, but he must 
use this equipment ■ for himself. There is no such thing as a mediator, because there is 
nothing to mediate, "All that the Father hath is mine.*’

We remember the story of the rich young ruler who-came to Jesus asking, "What shall I 
do to inherit eternal life?" He stated that he had followed the commandments from his 
youth, but when the Master told him that the Christ way of life required more than a mere 
literal observance of the moral law, he turned sorrowfully away. No doubt he thought that 
the Christ way of life could be obtained in the usual handy-packaged forms some formula, 
some kind of creed to which he could give intellectual assent,

Christianity is not merely something to accept and believe, a philosophy to subscribe 
to, a church to belong to. It is a way of life, a well-lighted pathway that leads into 
a complete understanding of ourself and the spiritual forces that indwell us, culminating 
in self-mastery. But the requirements are very exacting a "Sell all thou hast.,.and come 
follow me," This means that if we want to change our life, to be healthier, happier, 
younger, more prosperous, and above all, if we want to gain greater spiritual understanding, 
we must change our thought and keep it changed. There is no other way, "The fruitful 
harvest for which you pray is locked in the seed that you sow today," All that anyone 
else can do for you is to help you to change your thinkingt (this is the real place of 
the church) BUT NO ONE ELSE CAN THINK FOR YOUI

"Ye shall KNOW the Truth (not know About it, but really KNOW it) and the Truth shall
make you free."
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The word Lent comes from the Anglo-Saxon word for spring, which is derived from a verb 
meaning to lengthen $ Lent comes in the spring when the days become noticeably longer. This 
annual season of fasting, prayer, and penitence has been observed, by the Western Church 
since the first century after Christ, although it has not always been forty days long. In 
®osee recent times it has been kept to forty days, after the example of Moses and Elijah, 
and above all to eommenorate the forty days of fasting and prayer that Jesus spent in the 
wilderness.

Today is the first day of Lent and it is called Ash Wednesday from the custom that prevailed 
in the early Church of sprinkling ashes on the heads of penitents on the first day of Lent, 
in token of repentance for sin. In fact, even those of Jesus6 day often marked their faces 
with a smudge, or distorted -their faces in some way to denote their fasting. However, their 
periods of fasting were for whatever length of time they chose personally or were directed 
to by a priest (Rabbi), About this practice of making their fasting known unto others,
Jesus gave specific directions. /First let us look at what-he said concerning "doing alms," 
or giving, and praying,

Jesus told his followers to take heed that they did not do what the common practice was, 
that of sounding a ",. .trumpet., .that they may have glory of men,63’ whenever they did a 
charitable deed, Jesus, rather, told his followers to give their alms that they ",,.may
be in secretj and thy Father, which seeth in secret, himself reward thee openly,"

Notice the very clear similarity between the admonition concerning giving and praying in
Matthew 6*1-6. Concerning praying, again. Jesus warns that those who ",..pray standing in 
the synagogues and in the corners of the streets, that they may be seen of ta®n," already 
have their reward and therefore they should not expect much from God, His instruction, 
however, is, "But thou, when thou prayest, enter into thy closet, and when thou hast shut 
thy door, pray to thy Father, which is in secret? and thy Father, which seeth in secret, 
shall reward the© openly."

Now, let us look at Jesus * teaching concerning fasting as recorded in Matthew 6*16-18. /
It is quite like what he said about both giving and praying, Jesus shows that.this, too, 
is a "private affair" between the devotee and his God, He says that those who fast should 
",,.be not, as the hypocrites (actors), of a sad countenance, for they disfigure their 
faces, that they may appear unto men to fast..when thou fastest, anoint thine head, and 
wash thy facet that thou appear not unto men to fast, but unto thy Father which is in 
secret; and thy Father, which seeth in secret, shall reward thee openly,"

Then, our fasting during Lent, according to the spirit rather than the letter, must be 
fasting from criticism and condemnation, and feasting in brotherly love? fasting from 
limiting beliefs in sickness and weakness, and feasting on the truth of God*s omnipresent, 
perfect life? fasting from limiting beliefs in lack and limitation, and feasting on- the 
truth of God*s bountiful good will. As we withdraw our attention, interest, and support 
from the false and the unworthy, and give that same attention, interest, and support to 
the enduring good, we are feasting on the things of the Spirit, and this is true prayer.
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Whenever we hear someone mention 88the root of all evil,** we 
usually think he is talking about money® This phrase, taken fro®
Paul®s first letter to Timothy, Is not quite accurate, however, for 
it actually reads "the love of money is the root of all e v i l s P a u l  
does not mean that money In itself is evil, but what he does mean is 
that evil consequences will befall the greedy person who places the 
accumulation of material wealth above all else— especially faith in God.

However, there Is something else to which we can apply this well- 
known phrase. More than the love of money, the root of all evil Is 
PEAR. Pear is the root of all negative emotions. All of them, in 
cluding resentment, envy, and anxiety, spring from it. This destructive 
emotion is basically responsible for all the ills of the world. It 
truly is 53the root of all evils’® in every sens© Imaginable.

There are many things we fear, but probably the most damaging Is 
our fear of one another. It is a human tendency to fear the unknown, 
and this includes people who are in some way "different* from ourselves.
If we were to closely examine our fear of certain persons,,we would 
probably find that we are afraid of them because we do not really know 
or understand them. The solution, of course, is simple: get to know 
them. To the ancient counsel "Know thyself," we should add "and thy. 
brother as well.”

Now getting to know others is not as difficult as it sometimes 
might seem to be. There is nothing to stop us from approaching someone 
we would like to know better and saying simply? "I would like to get to 
know you." Of course we may be a little shy about doing it because we 
may feel the other person will consider such a proposal a bit odd. But 
donet worry. If we are willing to do the right thing, that is, get rid 
of our fear of another by becoming better acquainted with him, then we 
can trust God to bring about the right conditions for us to do it In.
By following divine guidance within us we will be led to make our 
request known to the other person at the right time and in the right 
way® And because our action is divinely inspired, we can be sure that our 
request will evoke only a positive response from him or her.

So what we are saying is this: to" get rid of fear, the root of all 
evils, get closer to people. Put a little love In your life— In a 
calm, sensible way— and you will eliminate all fear of persons, places, 
things, and events.

Remember,, perfect love oasts out fear and brings peace of. mind, 
harmony in affairs, greater self-confidence, and a sense of rightness 
and well-being.
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Man is a creative expression of Infinite. Mind, thus his work is the means wherein his 
life can have meaning and fulfillment. Much stress is put on the "right*' to work, but 
often the real attitude is the "right to a paycheck," It is probably true that many 
peopl© stop looking for work as soon as they get a job. The right to work is the cosmic 
potential for creative expression, but man must exercise the will to direct that 
creative force in ways of service.

We need to ask ourselves, "Why do I work?" If the answer is "'To make a living, " then 
we may well be missing the real meaning of work, W© work because we have to, because 
life is a living, unfolding,, creative experience. We must create, we must live, we must 
serve. We do not work to mice a living, but to make a life!

How many people live out their lives in work that is drudgery to them, plodding along 
meaninglessly back and forth to a job which they would define as “just a living," This 
person may not be able to change his job, but he can change his attitude toxrard the job.
He can bless the work. "Bless" means to "confer honor upon," See the work in a new 
light, se© it as an integral part of something important that the company is trying to 
do. This change of attitude will change the entire experience of life, for life is 
consciousness. A street-sweeper began to think of his work as "protecting the health 
of the community," and his life took on new meaning, and even his work became interesting.

Jesus says, "Let not your left hand know what your right hand doss." Think of this in 
connection with work and supply. Your work is a cosmic activity, something you do in the 
fulfillment of your inner nature. Work in the idea of releasing your creative potential 
and it becomes its own reward and fulfillment. Then, know that God is the source of 
your supply, while your employer is simply a channel through which it comes. Don't 
get your work and your supply confused, or a creeping materialism will eat like a cancer 
at the organism of your work life.

You are in your right place, no matter what you think about your work, for the law of 
consciousness is involved. It is the right place to learn the lessons you need so that 
you can realize the level of life you desire. Keep blessing the job and working for a 
better attitude. In time you will either be moved to a better job, or the job itself 
will be transformed into the kind of situation that is right for you.
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Ar© your prayers answered as often and as quickly as you want them to bs answered?
Man has wondered for ages why some prayers are answered and others are not. Since God 
is love and justice, man believes that He should have no favorite among His children. 
Therefor©, the reason must lie in the manner in which a person prays rather than in any 
fickleness on the part of God. The sooner wan realizes this fact and seeks to learn how 
to pray, the sooner he will grow into the abundant life.

With these facts in mind, let's discuss praj'er. Prayer is communion with God. The 
person who receives an answer to his prayers has coamraned with God, The person who fails 
to receive any response often has only spoken a few words, indicating his negative feel™ 
ings about a situation, but he has not prayed, for prayer is coiranunion with God, and he 
has communed with no one except himself.

Therefore, it is necessary for us to learn how to commune with God, through prayer, in 
order to receive answers to our needs. Clear-cut instructions are given in the Bible on 
how to commune with Gods

"But thou, when thou prayest, enter into thine inner chamber, and having shut thy 
door, pray to thy Father who is in socreS;e and thy Father who seeth in secret shell 
recompense thee," From these instructioris/learn two things. First, prayer involves 
only God and ourselves. Second, prayer is an inner matter entirely.

There are five steps in praying. They are, in orders.- v. stillness, relaxation, con 
centration, meditation, and realisation. The steps of stillness and relaxation deal with 
shutting the door on the outer • world. The steps of concentration, meditation, and 
realisation deal with communing with the Father,

Order and stillness go hand in hand, "A' cluttered -mind is not - an orderly mind. You 
cannot speak with God and at the same time think about your outer affairs, To be quiet
and still the mind and body is' our first step toward communion with God, This probably 
will not be easy the first time you try it, or even the hundredth time for that matter.
It tAlcSs practice. But you can do it. It helps to assume a comfortable position and 
forget wordly thoughts and things. Don't try to fore© yourself to bs still for a long 
period at first. B&gin your practice by trying to still your thoughts and body for just 
a few seconds. Repeated practice will find you being able to become still for longer 
periods.

After becoming still, the next step is relaxation. Relax the body first, arid then it 
will be easier to relax the mind. After a state of mental and physical relaxation, 
comes the third step of concentration. To concentrate is to center the attention on one 
point. We must hold our thoughts steady and focus them only on the need we are trying 
to heal. This involves meditation, dwelling in thought on the answer we want. The im 
portant steps in-praying successfully,, then, ares order and stillness, relaxation, con 
centration, meditation, and realisation.

Pray diligently, with faith and confidence, and your prayers will be answered. Remember 
the steps in praying successfully* Order and stillness, relaxation, concentration, 
meditation, and realisation. And how long should you pray? Pray until you receive 
enlightenment in the matter, until you have the inner feeling or knowing that your prayer 
is being answered,
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It has been said that we are creatures of habit, and In some 
cases even slaves to habit. Now there Is truth in these phrases, 
but somehow they also seem to convey the Idea that habits*In general 
are bad. However, this Is not true, for many habits we develop can 
only be classified as good. For instance, bathing regularly, being 
polite, and smiling often can hardly be considered bad habits.

While we can all think of a number of good habits that we have 
(as well as bad ones that need changing), there is one in particular 
that would be well worth the time we spend in developing it, and that 
is the habit of prayer. As we acquire the habit of prayer, we find 
that everything moves along smoothly in our life. Through constant, 
active prayer we maintain a healthy body, enjoy peace of mind, and 
keep all of our affairs In divine order. It is through acquiring the 
habit of prayer that we also acquire a God-centered state of mind, 
which is a state of mind in which every thought is attuned to per 
forming the will of God® Such a state of mind is sure to bring to 
the one who possesses it a multitude of blessings.

However, acquiring the habit of prayer does not guarantee that 
all challenges will be eliminated from our life. Challenges will 
come, as they must for the purpose of soul growth, but effective 
prayer guarantees that we will go through them and grow through 
them successfully.

In the Old Testament, Daniel was a man of prayer. After King 
Darius had been influenced by certain men into signing a document 
forbidding prayer for thirty days, Daniel remained steadfast in his 
loyalty to God, The Scripture readsi "When' Daniel knew that the 
document had been signed, he went to his house where he had windows 
in his upper chamber open toward Jerusalem; and he got down upon his 
knees three times a day and prayed and gave thanks before his God,
AS HE HAD DONE PREVIOUSLY.” Here is the key; ”AS HE HAD DONE PRE 
VIOUSLY.” This indicates that Daniel had acquired.the habit of prayer. 
Subsequently, he was cast into the den of lions for violating the 
edict. But the next day he was found unharmed ”because he had trusted 
In his God,” and he was taken up out of the den.

Now the point of the story Is this; when we acquire the habit of 
prayer as Daniel did, we, too, shall be saved from any problems 
(represented in the story by the den of lions) that we encounter.
We may truly feel that, like Daniel, we are encountering a den of 
lions in the challenge we are facing. But because we have acquired 
the habit of prayer, we can be sure that we will be delivered'from 
our time of trial.

It is important to note that even though Daniel had acquired the 
habit of prayer, he still drew the challenge of the lions9 den Into 
his life. This was for his soul growth, just as the challenges we 
draw are for our soul growth, and in the end it paid off, for the story 
concludes by pointing out that ”Daniel prospered.”

Friends, we, too, shall prosper in every way imaginable when we 
acquire the habit of prayer.
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Religion has long taught that "God answers prayer," This has been the wonderful foun 
dation of Christian faith. But few have realised the implication of the statement —  
that it connotes a divine responsiveness to the thoughts' and words of a man's mind.

Theistudy of Truth teaches us that- everything is resolvable to one general substance —» 
invisible, intangible, but everywhere present. This substance is the real raw material 
in the unmanifest, and the real essence of which all things are composed in the manifest. 
The only way to make an impression on this substance is by our - thought power — believing 
thought.

This means, then, that if we believe that things are bad, that times are hard, that 
people are unkind and unreliable, this belief, our habit of thought, registers in the 
invisible realm and brings to pass these negative conditions.

Conversely, persistent, habitual thinking of good, beneficial, favorable, harmonious, 
joyous conditions, with a definite belief in them, then brings us the positive experi 
ences that correspond to this kind of thought.

Few of us really know how this works, but experimentation along this line reveals that 
this is a principle that demands consideration, that there is a great responsive power 
constantly functioning, and that it produces for us what is negative or positive, bad
or good according to the thoughts we impress upon it.

It becomes evident, 
upon by the respons 
.stand that it is no 
determines the ©ffe

therefore, that by?- our habitual attitudes, accompanied and acted 
dveness of the Universe, we make our own destiny. We come to under- 
*t so -much wn&t ha and .us or to us as what happens in us that
set it will have on our lives and affairs. The kind of world we live

in depends very much upon what we give mental assent to.

If disaster threatens, or problems loom large before you, you have the choice of giving 
assent to thoughts of fear and worry, and thus by the operation of the same principle 
by which, prayer is answered, bringing the full potential of the negative experience 
upon you. Or you may turn to God in prayer, giving assent to the Truth that you are 
one with a divine resource that is limitless, and that ''in all these things we are more 
than conquerers through Him that loved us,"

Today, as in all times, we are hearing much about the threat of depression, high prices, 
curtailments, etc. There has been a wav© of fear, worry, and loose talk. We grant that 
there are, humanly, many reasons for concern. But ws must remember that depressions 
and financial crises are caused by mass hysteria and fear. Thus: it is not the conditions 
we face right now that could lead to crises, but the reactions to them, the thoughts and 
attitudes of people, This should be a stirring challenge to Truth students, who know 
the power of negative thinking, to refuse to give assent to the conditions and all th© 
limiting ideas that surround them. Let us each one give assent to the idea, through 
affirming its Truth, that prosperity and security are of God, changless and eternal.

Always there is a choice, a choice between fear and faith, between the coldness of 
despair and discouragement, and the warmth of healing love. "Choose ybu this day whom 
you will serve," Give mental assent to that which is good, which is God,
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Life is whole, the Universe is whole. . Thus, there. is a wholeness of man, no matter 
what he is experiencing, If the experienc® we call death occurs, somehow it must be a 
part of. life's wholeness and not .a deviation from It, ¥e used to understand that death 
is not a deadhead street, but' the "brief drifting of a cloud across the roa3 we travel 
on, 'through which, we pass from sunlight to sunlight,"

"The free gift of God is eternal life. " life did not begin when we were born, nor
does it suddenly stop through what is called death, any more than we begin to live when 
we put on p. go resent or esaae living when we lay It aside, “Life is mors than meat and 
the bods? more than raiment," The true life of man is th© individualisation of Spirit 
which has woven for itself a body temple through which to live and express. "Know ye 
not that your body is the temple of the living God,"

Jesus said, "Judge not according ..to appearances," but this is precisely what we do.
We Identify the person with and as a body. Me need to getthe thought of "having" a body 
rather than last "being" a body. Then we can be more objective about our body temple 
or the outer garment of one we love,

life is growth and growth is change. And when we get.the thought of life transcend 
ent, then we see this process going on eternally, "From glory to glory, ” or from one 
plane of life to another. Of course, we find it hard to let go when a loved one moves 
to another phase of the' life experience. We must know that grief is essentially a 
holding on. But one cannot hold back the .tides, nor should we attempt to hold on to one 
whose experience indicates that his 'consciousness is ready for the next step. It takes 
a big person to let go, but then that Is our part in this appointment —  growing through 
it, and thus being blessed by the growth.

You may feel sad when someones passes, Which isunderstandable. But don't be afraid 
to cry. It is one of the best thereapies .dM'ssver, "Weeping may tarry for the night, 
but joy comes with the morning," Prolonged grief is self-pity. Take the "U" out of 
moTOffling, and the word becomes "Morning," Stop feeling sorry for yourself and let the 
day°s dawn bring you new blessings. As your awareness of life deepens, death "loses 
Its!; sting," You know, that you are forever in the presence of life and its eternal 
opportunities for growth. You turn from the "shadow of death" to "get on with it," as 
you let your dear, departed ones "get on with it" —  which is what life, here or here 
after, is all about.
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Bo you Dirus difficulty Meditating* Do yott feel unable to control your thought# and
keep your wind focused on a central idea? Do you fall asleep while*meditating, or find 
your thoughts; straying? If you do, you way be sure flat you are not approaehinK the 
subject in the right way,

■ . • ' must
hex ore you. can iraay ro hod eixeQUlvsJLy, you/have scots idea of who end what God is «•*» 

co you,. i.x you think or {lira &s remote deity on & distant thr&ne in a faraway heaven in 
the sides, you will ncworbe sure that your prayers are reaching Hi®. If you. think of 
Goa &s a god of vengeance and punislment, you rill never really expect Hi® to grant your 
petition, hi cause you _will feel wawsriby evc-a to ask. If you think He is likely to hear 
and answer only if and when ysu hare perfect faith, and you know that your faith is fer 
from perfect, then in your heart yon will not expect an answer -- so,. of course, von will 
not get It, '

But if you haves learned that God is a law, and that- when you set up the right- cause 
you are hound to got the right result, then your doubts will be set si rests and your 
faith, even the Mustard seed faith you have, will bring oboist the result. Jesus said 
nhau God xb Spirit and inat w© must worship Him in Spirit and Truth, Thas.-vaeans that 
your first neon xs to begin to thiusc much about God. But you cannot visually© Him or 
locate Hi®* Therefore, the only way you can think of Him,” for the time being at least, 
is as one of His attributes, Mien, you hear th© name of & dear one mentioned, you 
visualise 'ohs.t, person and. think of th© kindness, patience., loyalty, honesty, and other 
qualities that have endeared hire or her to you. The name instantly creates a mental 
picture of ail that th© parson means to you, and you have a feeling of love and affection.

But does •eh©- -name "God” mean that- to "you, or is It felly an abstract Idea that your* mind 
does noo grasp i Does it mean to you only as little as the name of* some person of whom 
yon have- never heard? In that case, you could affirm, ,!God is my health" or "God is my 
supply" sax cay long and it would be & long- time before you proved th© Truth. Ton must 
reacn the stag© when the name "God" will send thrills of love and happiness through you. 
Then you will he obeying th© first and. greatest commandant, ,'fhou; shalt love th© Lord 
with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind,"

If you cannot mokes ends meet, know that God is the Spirit of .riches in you. It is He
who has provided the riches others enjoy.■ -Tho game Spirit that made them rich lies 
dormant^ in you, waiting to be called into activity. All riches comes from God, and if 
you coR‘C0/i;p,t£t-s Hi.® as riches, relating all the riches you now enjoy and those you see 
around yon, then you very soon connect Him In your mind with the idea of abundance,
Then when you mediate and affirm, "God is ray supply now, " you will have a clear concep 
tion of wnat. you mean. Then tft© thought of God supplying His riches to you will, cause 
a feeling of real gratitude and love in your heart, just as you would have if you heard 
some rich human friend premised to help you.
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Every person has, has had, or will have a handicap which he produces himself that can 
be for him a catalyst to the development of great strength, or it can be the obstacle 
which prevents his carrying through to accomplishment. These handicaps are not necess 
arily physical in nature, though they may be. They can be emotional, spiritual, financial, 
and interpersonal handicaps. Each consciousness draws the specific one it most needs to 
work with in in order to attain life's greater fulfillment.

The great Stoic philosopher, Epictetus, who was a slave, once wrote, "No man in my opinion 
has more profitable difficulty on his hands than you have, provided you will but use it 
as an athletic champion uses his antagonist." In other words, the most profitable diffi 
culty a person can experience is the one he currently has. After overcoming the present 
challenge or "thorn of the flesh, " as Paul called it, if he needs still another to call 
forth growth and spiritual eveolution, man will draw it forth.

The challenges of human experience do not inhibit life. Rather they provide us with 
opportunities to develop our ability to be a good conductor for even greater life than 
we might otherwise know, What we call handicaps can prove to be actual blessings. If 
you are working or living under a handicap, it can be a help to you if you see it in the 
right way.

One may find great solace and strength in religion. But unless his religion helps him to 
realize the fact that in him there is something that is mightier than circumstances, then 
his handicaps, his problems,may become an excuse for self-pity and a justification for 
his unwillingness to launch forward. Unfortunately, there is a religious concept that 
was b o m  in man's primitive attempt to rationalize the seeming injusticies of his mis 
fortunes, a concept that was carried over into the development of religious theology,
This is the limited view of the will bf God,

Jesus said, "It is the Father's good pleasure to give you the Kingdom." That does not 
sound like the author of a capricious will. God's will is the ceasless longing of the 
Creator to perfect Himself in that which He has created. His will is for health, for 
perfect life, for success, for overcoming. It is not for anything less than the highest 
and best.

Have you ever noticed that most of the great men of history started life under some sort 
of handicap. Demosthenes, the greatest orator the ancient world produced, stuttered.
The first time he tried to make a public speech,he was laughed off the rostrum. Norman 
Vincent Peale refers often to a feeling of inferiority that has drivenhim all his life. 
Many of our American statesmen started life in poor and humble circumstances, with little 
education and few advantages? Benjamin Franklin, Abraham Lincoln, Andrew Jackson.

We often exist from day to day believing that the most important thing is a kind of 
peace that means no problems, nochanges, and no challenges, but life is for growing.
Your purpose in life is to grow and develop as a person, to release your own inner poten 
tial. It may be that there is no better place for you to do the growing than in the 
face of the very thing you have, in sadness and self-pity, referred to as a handicap,
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When a person is asked to fold his arms as he normally would, and then put the 
reverse a m  on top, he invariably finds it a little uncomfortable. A lifetime habit 
of folding one's arms in a certain way precludes ease in folding them in another way.

And a lifetime habit of looking at the so-called "facts" of limitation usually 
precludes ease in viewing those facts in any other way. An artist treats facts as 
stimuli forinspiration —  they often spark great and inspired works ~  and scientists 
use imagination to coordinate facts in making experimental advances —  and neither the 
artist or scientist is restrained by the facts. Perhaps this is the challenge for uss 
to utilize the facts we see as springboards to accomplishment and not as definitive 
guideposts of limitations.

One of the great Scriptural lessons is found in the episode of Moses coming to a 
bush in the wilderness, ablaze with fire. He said, "I will turn aside now, and see 
this great sight, why the bush is not burnt." And God said, "Draw not nigh hithers 
put off thy shoes from off thy feet, for the place whereon thou standest is holy 
ground."

Moses was so inspired by this sight that he felt the desire to drink it in. But the 
light dawned within him. God's word to Moses is a light to us for modern times too, 
for it says* "It is not necessary to go to a burning bush or to anyone, anything, any 
place, or experience for your inspiration. Remove your blinders to understanding, 
(remove shoes from your feet) and you will find that inspiration is everywhere."

Some of the "shoes" of limitation we need to take off our feet to realize that where 
we are is a good place to be (holy ground) are such feelings and expressions as "too 
old," "too young","insufficient education," "this is a bad year economically," "I'm 
in the wrong line of work," and "My problems all started twenty years ago."

After removing these "shoes" of limitation, we will be preparing for the blazing 
inspiration inherent in all experiences.

Because the mind that expresses through you is an extension of the One Mind in which 
all ideas inhere, you need never try to make yourself have an idea { but rather, you 
need to recognize the ideas that are attempting to find expression through you. Be 
alert to the progressive unfoldment through you of the creative process, relax and let 
it work through you? expect inspiration. Keep the flow of inspiration moving by 
using, even giving away, the creative genius that manifests, and :you will receive 
again, ..good measure, pressed down, shaken together, running over,"
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This period of history has been termed the "age of Aquarius. " and some believe that we 
are entering a new era of progress which will bs characterised by an outpouring of the 
Holy Spirit in new and constructive ways. Yet, in the face of this, here we are, nearly 
2000 years after the coming of Jesus, faced with some of the most challenging conditions 
that our civilisation has had to meet.

Many people feel a deep concern for the welfare of our civilisation^ and conservation 
is a current topic for debate and action. To preserve our natural heritage, be it the 
air we breathe or the rivers and countryside we enjoy, is indeed vital to our well-being. 
But simply to preserve our environment is not enough. We need also to do our utmost to 
preserve the "humanities" which make us truly imrae.ii as a species, for our society is 
based upon ideals, qualities and attitudes of mind. As Laurence Gould once wrote $ "If 
America ' is to grow great, vie must stop gagging at the word "spiritual". Our task is to 
rediscover and reassert our faith in the spiritual, non-utilitarian values on which 
American life has really rested from its beginning, ”

In endeavoring to face .and overcome problems in today's society, one might feel con 
fused and bewildered by their sheer number and immensity. It is essential that we try 
to simplify both our concepts of the challenges and our method of dealing with the
various issues.

Applying this rule to our approach to life, we can observe that all mankind has a basic 
need and desire for fulfillment. This we usually relate to what we call ‘standards of 
living *, But what is our real 'standard of living*? Is: it not the intangible but very 
real inner standard of faith, belief, and attitude of heart? William James has stated 
that the greatest revolution in his day was the discovery that human beings, by changing 
the inner attitudes of their minds, can effect a change in the outer aspects of their 
lives.

Therefore, is the fulfillment that we seek for ourselves and others really an "end 
product, " or- is it not mors truly a way of living life —= a constructive way of using 
our minds in dealing with all the issues of our lives? All people of goodwill, seeking
to implement their ideals, are students and practitioners of creative living, and Unity 
is one method of developing this more effective approach to life.

As the only sure antidote to all personal and collective problems, creative living 
consists of giving the most positive thought, word, and action to any and every experi 
ence of life. Creative living recognizes that the real "trouble spots" of this world 
ax-*e actually within man himself —  in the form of resentment, fear, prejudice, and 
neuroses of one kind or another. Only by modifying and changing our inner life can we 
ever hope to transform our outer experience and establish harmony in- our society.

So it comes right back to the individual and the mors constructive use of his own mind. 
Through creative living the divine becomes commonplace, by making the commonplace divine!
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To escape the jostling crowds, Jesus once stepped into Peter's fishing boat and 
asked him to launch out into the deep and let down his net. They had just returned 
from an all-night fishing cruise and had caught nothing. But they obeyed the command 
and there was a miracle catch, Jesus was forever inviting people into deep water, 
urging them out of the shallows of limited living and thinking. Metaphysically, "fish" 
represent ideas. When we launch out from the comfortable shallows of human experience^ 
we opsn ourselves to the "greatness of God" in the depths of our being —- and weHcatchH 
the ideas needed for our soul nourishment.

To all who have been living in the ruts of daily, Ipreoccupied with materi 
ality and conformity, enclireled with limiting thoughts of seif and life, Jesus is 
saying, "let down your nets," There is a deeper level within you, an allness withxn 
your illness, an all-sufficiency within your insufficiency, a strength within your 
weakness. He is saying that you cannot demonstrate the means for an abundant life in 
the shallows of human consciousness.,Draw another circle around the circle(that life 
see®*® to have drawn around you, so that you will have the spiritual means co handle 
all the changes and challenges that you may meet.

You may say, "But I have been doing all in my power to meet this through prayer and 
right thinking, " which is Peter saying, "But Lord, we have fished all night and taken 
nothing." The trouble is you have been praying.in form, but are still holding to the 
limiting beliefs about yourself, thus you still are in the shallows. Let go of thoughts 
of sickness, lack, and insufficiency, and launch out into "the greatness of God."

In our study of Truth we are often like the student of algebramore interested in 
getting answers than in mastering principles. You may have changed your.religious 
terminology in your study, but have you really changed your consciousness? When you
come to the point where you can say with Peter0 "Nevertheless, at thy coirsnand, I will 
let down the nets," then you are ready to launch out into the depths of spiritual 
conseiousnesss and to experience a new beginning of living the abundant life.
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Change is an essential part of the life process. Without change 
things tend to become stagnant and die,, and this includes ourselves.
It has been said that only change endures; all else is passing. In 
considering the importance of change, however, we are not referring 
to change for the sake of change, but for the sake of spiritual progress.

Sometimes we may feel that we can*t afford to change; but often 
the truth is that we can*t afford not to change.

We should remember, too, that the necessity for change applies to 
the young as well as the elderly. No matter who we are or where we are, 
it is never too late to change.

Some people are open to change, and some are not. Some are re 
luctant to change because they feel it is "too late" and therefore "too 
hard." It helps to know that whenever the need for a change comes into 
a person8s life, that change is to be made only to the degree necessary 
for that person and in accordance with his or her age, present mental 
and physical capabilities, and general "position" in life. For example, 
a seventy year old person may begin to feel the need for more exercise. 
The change he must make is in his daily schedule of activities so that 
he can include a period, or several periods, for exercise. Now certainly 
he would not be expected to engage in the same types of vigorous exer 
cises that a twenty year old would participate in. Obviously, the 
exercises of the seventy year old person would be more subdued, easier 
to perform, and compatible with his general condition. And so it is 
with any change that has to be made: it is always to be made in a way 
that is right for the individual and that he can carry out without undue 
strain or effort.

If a change Is difficult to make, there are several steps we can 
follow that will facilitate making the change. First, deal directly 
with your fears and anxieties concerning the change. Ask yourself; "Who 
and what does it involve?" The usual answer to this question is "Close 
friends, relatives, and finances." The solution is knowing that if 
your desire for change is divinely inspired, then ultimately everyone, 
including those who may be resisting what you are attempting to do, will 
benefit from it..."..to them that love God all things work together for 
good.." And remember, too, that everything you need to make the change—  
including the necessary amount of finances— will be brought to you 
through the action of divine law..."But seek first his kingdom and his 
righteousness, and all these things shall be yours as well."

The next thing to be done in order to be able to make the change 
more easily is to ask yourself: "Does the change sound logical or am 
I over-reacting to something?" We should be excited about what we are 
doing, but we have to balance our enthusiasm with reason, else we find 
ourselves motivated solely by emotion and thus acting irrationally.

Finally, if we determine that the change makes sense, then we step 
out on faith, based on the principle that since change is a vital part 
of the life process it must be an activity of God and therefore good.
This means that God will support us all the way through the change.. 
During this time it is also a good idea to surround yourself with posi 
tive, uplifting things to read and people to talk with.

Above all, friends, remember that "With God all things are possible." 
It*s never too late to changel
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Someone has said, "No pleasure is comparable to the standing upon the vantage ground 
of Truth," And there is no greater frustration than discovering that the world of 
negation is very much with you. Here you must make an important decisions whether 
to charge off into the world shouting metaphysical slogans, or to "Be still and know 
that I am God," Many persons take the former course. Little wonder that they find, 
with all their Truth, that they are always out of step.

The conditions around you are at least in part a reflection of the state of things 
within your own consciousness. This is fundaments1 in the Truth you are trying to 
communicate to your associates. Thus,if you are hurt by or resistant to the rejection 
of those whom you would help,it may be due to a feeling that you are failing in some 
way to demonstrate the Truth for yourself.

s. . . .
The 'weaknesses we see in others can be as a mirror of self-criticism, for, actually, 

we are seeing from a negative level of consciousness» Seeing others rightly, saluting 
the divinity within them, developing the consciousness to bless them fchile holding 
our own inner peace *>•«• this is what Truth is ail snout. A goocx test lor understanding, 
as well as an excellent key to forgiveness, is this* when someone has disturbed you. 
in any way, within yourself say to him, "I thank you for showing me something in my ̂ 
nature that needs development," The point that should take precedence over *Why old 
he do it or say it?" is "Wry am I disturbed?1"

If we find in our practice of Truth that we seem to bs forever out of step with the 
world, in that living in a negative environment becomes increasingly intolerable or 
that people arc forever ridiculing our views, then we had better- check up on.ourselves 
to find out if we really are "in tune with God," We might attempt to go through one 
day without speaking a critical word or.thinking a critical thought. It won’t be 
easy, especially in the crosscurrents of human thougnt. But if are reaj.Xy in tune, 
none of these things will have any effect upon us.

In the 3rd century, Plotinus gave us a good remedy, "Let the soul banish all thau 
disturbs.. .and let the man think of the spirit as streaming, pouring, rushing, and 
shining into him from all sides while he stands quiet."
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